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THE UNITED ST.'.TES OF AlERICA, THE FRENCH REPDSLIG, THE UNITED KINGDOM OF
G&.E;.T 'OPaTAIN and northern IRELAND^ ard THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST RE
PUBLICS
-a'-:ainst-

HHRII.M T^lLHEDi GOERING, RUDOLF HESS, JOaCHIM von RIBBENTROP^ F^obEBT LEY,
^'ILHELM KEITEL, ERNST RLLTENURUNNER, ALFRED ROSEN "'ERG, H-ANS f4-,j<^ RILHELM FRICK, JULIUS STRETCHER, NnLTER FUNK, HJnLH:R SCE^XHT, GLW.v KRUPP
von .;OHLEN und rL\LBACH, lURL DOENITZ, ERICH R^'.EDER, B.iLDUit v rll^HiR^ICH,
FRITZ S;.UCKEL, -LFRED JODL, PCAITIN BOR2,5iiM, FR.;NZ vt.n PAFEN,

SEYSS-

INHU,.RT, J-LBERT SPEER, COuSTAivTIN Vn NEUuLTH, -and H.^NS FRITZS^j^^ Individ_u?.lly and as ^hmouvs •-£ any of the follovrin^, Groups or Or.J.j^j_2;?.tions

tvo which Thoy Respectively Bel^nted, Namely: DIE REICHSRSGIERll^^ (REICH
CIRINET); DaS KORPS DER POI-ITISCHEN LETTER DER N;..TIONaLSOZI.XISTKQHEN

DEUTSCHEN :.RHEITERP.TcTSI (LEADERSHIP COIFS OF THE NAZI F.'RTY); DIE^nHUTZST:.F-"ELN DER N.-TIONaI,SOZIALISTISCHEN DaUTSGHEI'-I :H3EITERR.JITEI (Ccmr.o.nly
kn.wn as the '»SS") and incluaHn.;. DIE SICHERHEITSDIENST (cciranrnly knjvm
as the "SD") and the GENElLiL STJJ-p and HIGH COIvU.AND of the GEK«
ARP'ED FO'. CSS all as defined in Appendix 3,
Defend<ants

OPENING STATEi-LANT FOR THE UNITED STATES OF iiimiCA
•7

-byROBERT H.

JACKSON

REPRESE1W,.TIVE and CHIEF OF COUNSEL
for the

UNITED ST.PTES OF id£ERICA

—at-

THE F.'vK.CE OF JUSTICE, KUKN3ERG, GERiANY

NovGAiber 21, 19U5
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>May it please Your Honors,

The priviloG^

opening the first trial in history for crimes

against the peace of the world imposes a grave responsibility#

^

The wrongs

which wo seek to condemn and punish have b^-on so calculated, so malignant
and so devastating, that civilizaticn cannot tolerate their being ignored
:)ecause it cannot survive their being repeated.

That f^ur gro-t natio^ns,

flushed with vict'ory a-nd stung with injury stay the hand of vengeance

and voluntarily submit their captive enemies to the jud-oment of the law
is one of the most significant trilmtes that Power c.ver has paid to Reason,
V

This Tribunal, v/hile it is novel and ejperimenb-al, is n-.t the

product of abstract speculations nor is it created to vindicate legalistic
theories.

This inquest represents the practical effort cf four of the

most mighty of n.atirnsj with the sup ort of seventeen mere, to utilize
International Law to meet the greatest meance of aur times — aogressive
•war.

The common sense -./f mankind demands that law^ shall not stop "with
\

the punishment of petty crimes by little people.

It must also re;''ch men

who possess themselves cf great power and make deliberate and concerted
use of it to sot in raoti-on. evils vchich leave no home in the world untouched.

It is a cause cf this magnitude that the United Katicns v;ill lay before

;

Your Honors,

In the prisoners^ deck sit twenty-cdd broken men.

Reproached by the

humiliati.n of those they have led o-limost as bitterly as by the desolation
-f those thc;y have attacked, their -perS'onal capacity fcr evil is forever

past.

It is hard n..w to perceiJve in these miserable non as captives the

pov/cr by which as Ihzi leaders they •.ncc dcminotud much of the

and

/

^

terrified m^-st of it,

Merely as individuals, their fate is of little

consequencG to the world,

VChat makes this inquest signific''nt Is that these prisoners represent
sinister Influehcos that will lurk in the world long after their bodies

have returned to duct.

They are living symbols of racial hatreds,

of terrorism and violence, and -f the arrogance and cruelty rf power.

They

.are symbols of fierce nab ionalisms .and '"f militarisria, cf intrigue and
warmaking which have- embroiled Europe genorati-.n after generation, crushing
^ 1

•
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^
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^

-

"its manl-xod, destroying its homes, and impoverishing-its life.

They have

so identified themselves with the philosophies they conceived and with the

forces they directed that any tsnderness to- them is a victory and an enc;.-\ira.£.enient to all the evils which-re attached to their names.

Civiliza

tion can afford n.) compromise with the social forces which v/ould gain

renewed strength ifwe deal ambiguously or indecisively with the men
in wh .m tir se forces n;vf precariously survive.

•"Ahat these men stand for ww vd.ll.patiently and temperately dis-

clcse.

"Vve willj-;ive you undeniable pr'ofs cf incredible events.

The

catalogue cf cridies will omit nothing that could be conceived by a

pathological pride, cruelty, and lust forpowrer.

These men created in

Germany, under the "Fuhrerprinzip," a Nati ,nal Socialist deX'Ctism'equalled
•nly by the dynasties :f the ancient East.

They to k fr'm the German

people all th'^se dignities and freed.-p.s that we ho^ld natural and in
alienable rii:hts ii every human being.

The people were compens-ated by

inflaming .and gratifying hatreds towar-d those v/ho were marked as "scape

goats". Against their opx:onents, including Jews, Catholics, and free
labor the Nazis directed such a campaign of arrogance, brutality, and
annihilati'-n as the wcrld has not witnessed since the pre-Christian ages.

They excited the German aiabition to be a "raastor race", which of course

implies serfdom for others.
domimticn.

They led their people on a mad gamble for

They diverted social energies and resources to the creation
i

,

of vihat thcyth.ught tc be an invincible war machine.
their neighb^-rs.

They overran

To sustain the "master race" in its war-making, they

enslaved millions of human beings and br ught them into Germany, v«rhere

these hapless creatures now v/ander as "displaced persons",

ivt length

bestiai.ity and,bad faith reached euch excess that tiey .aroused the sleep
••

ing strength of imperiled Civilizati-n.
the GerTffiin war machine to. fragments#

Its united"efforts have grc:und

But the struggle has left Europe"

a iibc-rated yet prostrate land v/hore a derm ralized society struggles to
sur'vive.

These are the fruits . f the sinister forces that sit with these

defendants in the pris.ner's dock#

ii^s

.'f.

In justice to tit; nati.^ns and the men assc.ciated-in this pro-secuti.-.n,
I must remind you of certain difficulties which may leave their mark
r.n this case. Never before in legal history has an effort been made to

brinfr within the scope of a single litigati vn the developments' of a de»ade,
covering a vrh le Continent, and involvlno a score of nations, c:untless
individuals, and innumerable events.

Despite the magnitude cf the task,

the world has demanded iTLniediate action.

This demand has ha'"" to be met,

though perhaps at the cost of finished crnftmanship.

In my country,

established cr-urts, following fartiliar procedures, capplying well thumbed
precedents, and -'caling v/ith the isgal conssouences of local and limited
events seld.om commence a trial within a year cf the „vent in liticati .n.

Yet Ifess'^tlian eight m.nths ag-- today the c-.urtrooin in which y.u sit was

an enemy fcrtross in the hands of German SB tror-ps.

Less than eight

m-nths age nearly all cur v/itnesses and d-'Cuments were in eneny hands.

The Law had not deen cedified, n procedures had been established, nTribunal was in existence, no usuable c urth aise sto^ri here, n ne of 1he
hundreds 'f t-^ns ^-f official German docUiiBnts had been examined, n:
prosecuting staff had been assembled, nearly all the present defendants

v

were at large, and the four prosecuting pov/ers ha-^ nc-.t yet joined in com- -

m.n cause to try them.

I should be the last to deny that tte case may well

'STiffer fr-.m incompleto researches and quitelikely will net be the c-xanple
of, profesvsi'-nal work which any -f the rrosecuting nations w-iuld normally
wish to sponsor.

It is, h.wever, a completely acfequate- case to the judg

ment we shall ask y. u t-. render, and its full devel^prrjnt we shall be
••bliged t-.> leave to -historians.

Bef'^re I discuss particulars cf evidence, some general ccnsidera-

ticnp wdiich m.ay affect 1he credit 'f this trial in the eyes of. the world

sh uld be candidly faced. There is a dramatic disparity between thq^ circuaastances of the accusers and of the accused that might discredit our

work if we- sh..uld fanner, in even miner iimtters, in being fair and temperate.
Unfortunately, the nature of these crinKE is such that both
I

prosecution .and judgment must be by vict..^r n-ticns avor vanquished f^es.

^

w

,The worldwide scope of the aggressions carried .>ut by these iisen has left
but few 3*8al neutrals. Either the victors must jud.^.e the vanquished or

we must leave the defeated tc Judge themselves.

we learned the futility ::•£ the latter c.urse.

*%fter the First Vvbrld Vvar,

The f .rmer high stati'in '-f

these defendants^ the notoriety -.f their acts, raid the adaptability "f
their c^^nduct to provcko retaliation make it hiurd to distinguish between

the demand for a Just and measured retributi.-n, and the unthinking cry for
vengeance which arises from the anguish ::f war.

It is our t sk, so far

as huDianly possible, to draw the line between the twc.>.

T/e must never

forget that the rocond v'n v/hich we Jud; e these defendants today is the

rec.-rd on which history will Judge us tomorrow.
a p :is--nedchalice is to put it to

To pass ttese defendants

ur -wn lips as well.

We must summon

such -'etachment and intellectual inte-rity to .our task that this trial
will coinmend itself to posterity as fulfilling humanitjds aspirations, to
d: Justice.

At the very rutset, let us dispose of the cnntenticn that t-.^

put these men to trial is to do them .an injustice entitling them to some
special considoratiTn.
rjre not ill used.

These defendants may be hard pressed by they

Let us see what alternative they would have to being

tried.

M.;.re than a majority of these pris^-ners surrendered to or were
tracked down by forces of the United States.

Could they expect us to

m.ake -^meric.'in custody a shelter fr^r ; ur enemies against the Just wrath

of our Allies?

Under the principles cf the iioscow Declarati.n, those

sus£.ectod w.^ir criminals wh- are net tc be tried internationally must

he turned over to individual governments for trial at the scene of their
outrages.

Many less responsible and less culpable American-held

prisoners hove been and will be turned -^ver tn -other United Nations for

I'cal trial.

If those defendants sh .uld succeed, for any reason, in es

caping the condemnatirn of this Tribunal, or is they obstruct or abort
this trial, th. se wh; are American-held prisoners will be delivered up

4

to our contintental Allies.

For those defendants, h-wever, vrc have set

up an International I\5ilitary Tribunal and have undertaken the burden of
participating in a complicated effort to give them fair and dispassionate
hearings.

That is the best knovm protection t'j any man -with a defense

v/orthy of being heard.
If these men are the first war loaders ^-f a defeated nation to be

prosecuted in the name cf the law, they are also the first to be given
a chance to plead for their lives in the name ..f the law.

Realistically,

the Charter of this Tribunal, which gives them a hearing, is rilsv

source of their 'only h .pe.
wh se
favcr.

the

It may be that these men f tr:ubled ccnscience,

nly v/ish is that the world forget them, do n t regai^^ ^ trial as a
3ut they do have a fair opportunity to defend themselves - a favor

which these men, wton in power, rarely extended tc their fellow criintrymen.
Despite the foot that public opinion already c ".ndemns their acts, we

agree that here they must be given a presum^ti'n -.f innocence, and we
accept the burden of provint-j criminal acts and the responsibility of
these defendants for their commissi n.

Vvhen I say that we do not ask for convictions unless we prove

crime, I do not me-an mere technical or incidental transgression of internatirnal conventions.

V/e charge guilt '..n planned and intended conduct

that involves moral as well as legal v/rong.

And we do net mean conduct

that is natural and human, even if illegal, cutting of corners, such

as many cf us might well ho.ve committed had we been in the defendants'
positi-ns.

It is not because they yielded tc the ncrmal frailties of human

beings ttiat v^e accuse them.

It is their abnormal and inhuman conduct v/hich

brin^os them to this bar.

t-6 will not ask y«:-u to co-.nvict theso men on the tostimcny of
their foes.

There is no count of the Indictment that cannot be proved

by bO' ks and records.

The Germans were always meticulous record koei-ors,

and these defendants had their share of the Teutonic passion for thorough

ness in putting things r;n paper.

Nor were they vfithrut vanity.

arranged frequently to be photographed in acti :n.

-
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They

We will show you thoip

cwi films.

You T/ill see their '.wn donduct and hear their cmi voices as

these defendants reenact fi.r ycu, from the screenj sciae of the events
in the course of the conspiracy.

We would also make clear that we have no purpose to incriminate

the whole Gernan people,

'^e-know that the Nazi Party wasnot put in power

by a maj;-;rity cf the German vote.

We know it came tc power by an evil

alliance between the most extreme cf the Nazi revoluti'.nists, the most

unrestrained cf the German reactionaries, and the mst a. ressive -of the

German militarists.

If the German populace had willia:^ly accepted the

Nazi program, n-- Str^rmtroopers would have been needed in the e^rly days
c,f the Party and there vf^uld have been no need for concentrati-.;.n camps
•.r the Gestapj, both of which institutions were inaugurated as so;n as

the Nazis gained control cf the German state.

Only after these lawless

innovati..ns ir-roved successful at h.rae v/ere thQr taken abroad.

The German people sh .uld know by n w that the people of the

United States hold them in n-' fear, and in no hate.

It is true that the

Germans have taught us the horrors of modern v/arfare, but the ruin that

lies from the Rhine to the Danube sh^.ws that we, lile o-ur Allies, have

not been dull pupils.

If we arerr-t awed by German fortitude and pro

ficiency in war, and if we are not persuaded of their political maturity,
we do respect their skill in the arts cf peace, their technical competence,
and the sober, 3.ndustrious and self-r''isciplined character :.f the ^aasses

of the German pecple.

In 1933/ we saw the German people recovering pres

tige in the conmorcial, inr'^ustrial and artistic world after the set-back

of the last v^ar. IVe beheld their progress neither with envy n-^r malice.
The Nazi regime interrupted this advance.
si. n has left Germany in ruins.

The recoil of the No-zi aggres-

The Naai readiness to pledge the German

word with ut hesitation and to break it without shame has fastened upon
German dipl'.macy a reputation for duplicity that will handicap it fc.;r
years.

Nazi arrpgance has made the boast of the "master race" a taunt

that will be thrown at Germans the world over for generations.

The Nazi

nightmare ho.s w'iven the German name a new and sinister significance through-

M 6
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out the world which will retard Germany a century.

The German, no less

than the non-German world, has acc -unts to settle vrith these defendants.

The foxt of ths vrar and the course of the war, which is the

central theme of our case, is history*

From September 1st, 1939, when

the German armies crossed the Polish frontiers, until September, 19U2,
when they met epic resistance at Stalingrad, German arms seemed invincible.

Denmark and Norway, The Netherlands and France, Belgium and Luxembourg,
the Dalkans and iofrica, Poland the the Baltic States, and parts of Hussia,
all had been overrun and ccnquered by swift, powerfiil, well-aimed blovfs._

That attack upon the peace of the world is the crime against international
society which brings into international cognizance crimes in its aid and

preparation which might i.^therwase be ..nly internal concerns. It was
war, which the nations :.f the world had renounced*

It was war

in violation cf treaties, by which the peace of the world was sought to
be safeguarded..

This war did not just happen - it was planned and prepared for
ever a long period of time and with no small skill and cunning.

The world

has j^.erhaps never seen such a concentration and stimul-t-icn of the energies
cf any people as that vhlch enabled Germany twenty years after it was de

feated, disarmed, and dismembered to come so near carrying out its plan
to dominate Europe. V/hatever else we may say of those wh.; were the

authors of this war, they dad achieve a stupendous work in organization,
and our first task is to examine the means by which these defendants and

their fellow conspirators pre; ared and incited Germany to go to war.
In general, cur case will disclose these defendants all uniting

at seme time with the Nazi Party in a plan which t hey well knew could be
acc-.mplished o>nly by an outbreak of war in Europe*

Their seizure cf the

Germnn state, their subjugation of the German people, their terrorism and

extermination of dissident elements, their planning and waging of war,

their calculated and planned ruthlessness in the conduct •,:! warfare, their
deliberate and ^.-lanned criminality to-war^'' c onquered peoples, — all these
•^:re ends for v^hich they acted in concert^ and all these are phases "f the

-
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out the world which will retard Germany a century.

The German, no less

than the non-German world, has accounts tc settle with these defendants.

The fact of thB v;ar and the cr.^urse of the war, which is the

central theme of v.-ur case, is history^

From September let, 1939, when

the German armies crossed the polish frontiers, until September, 1914.2,
vvhen they met epic resistance at Stalingrad, German arms seemed invincible.

Denmark and Norway, The Netherlands and France, Belgium and Luxombc^urg,
the Balkans and /^frica, Poland the the Baltic States, and parts of Russia,
all Ind been overrun and conquered Ipy 'Swift, powerful, well-aimed blows.

That attack upon the .peace of the world is the crime against international
society which brings into international cognizance crimes in its aid and
preparation which might i.-therwise be .^nly internal concerns.

It was

aggressive war, which the nations of the world had renounced.

It was war

in violation cf treaties, by which the peace of the world was sought to
be safeguarded.

This war did not just happen - it was planned and prepared for
over a long period of time and with no small skill and cimning.

The world

has ^;erhaps never seen such a' concentration and stimulabion of the energies
of any people as that "wiiich enabled Germany twenty years after it was de

feated, disarmed, and dismemliered to came so near carrying out its plan
to dominate Europe,

V/hatever else we may say of those whu were the

authors of this war, they did achieve a stupendous w-rk in organization,
and our first task is to examino the means by which these defendants and

their fellow c mspirators prepared and incited Germany to go to war.

In general, our case \itl11 rlisclcse these defendants all uniting:
at same time vdth the Nazi Party in a plan which they well knew could be
acc'-mplished only by an out reak of war in Europe.

Their seizure of the

Germnn state, their sub;^ugation of the German people, their terrorism and

extermination of dissident elements, their planning and wa£dng of war,
their calculated and pl.anned ruthlessness in the conduct of warfare, their

-T'eliberate and ^.lanned criminality toward c mquored peoples, — all these

are ends for which they acted in onceHj .and all these are phases of the

-
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conspiracy, a conspiracy which reach one toal only to set out for another
and more ambitious one,

'7e shall also trace for you the intricate web of

organizations which these men formed and utilized to accomplish there ends.
'5e will shov; how the entire- structure of offices and officials was dedicated

to the criminal purposes and committed to use of the criminal methods plan
ned by these defendsmts and their co-conR-f-^irators, many of whom -war and
suicide have but beyond reach.

It is

purpose to open the case, particularly under '^ount One of

the indictment, and to deal with the common plan or conspiracy to achieve

ends possible only by resort to frimes against peace, war crimes and crimes
against humanity.

Ify emphasis will not be on individual barbarities and.

perversions which may hove occurred independently of any central plan*

One

of the dangers ever present is that this trial may bo protracted by details
of particular wrongs and that vm v/ill become lost in a "wilderness of single

instances*"

Nor will I now dwell on the activity of individual defend.ants

except as it may contribute to exposition of the common plan.
The case as presented by the United States will be concerned with the

brains and authority back of all 4die crimesi

These defendants were men of

a station and rank which does not soil its own hands with bloodi
men who knew how to use lesser folk as tools,

They were

T*'e want to reach the planners

and '-•esigners, the inciters and leaders -without whose evil architecture the
world would not have been for so long scourged with the violence and law

lessness, and -wracked -with the agonies and convulsions, of this terrible war,

THE LA'/'/LESS ROAD TO POV/ER

The chief instrumentality of cohesion in plan and action was "the National

Socialist German Workers Party, known as the Nazi Party,
defendants wore with it from the beginning.

Some of the

Others joined only after success

seemed to have validated its lawlessness or power had invested it with

immunity from the processes of the law,

Adolf Hitler became its supreme

leader or "fuehrer" in 1921.

^
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On the 24th of February, 1920, at Munich, it publicly had

proclaimed its program (1708-PS).

Some of its purposes would commend them

selves to many good citizens, such as the demands for ''profit-sharing in the
N

great industries," "generous development of provision for old age,"
"creation and maintenance of a healthy middle class," "a land reform suitable
to our no.tional requirements," and "raising

the standard of health/'

It

also made a strong appeal to that sort of nationalism which in ourselves we

call patriotism and in our rivals chauvinism.

It demanded "equality of rights

for the German people in its dealing with other nations and the evolution of
the peace treaties of Versailles and St Germaine."

It demanded the "union

of all Germans on the basis of the right of self-determination of peoples

to form a Great Germany."

It demanded "land and territory (colonies) for

the enrichment of our people and the settlement of our surplus population*"

All these, of course, were legitimate objectives if they were to be attained
without resort to aggressive warfare.

The Nazi Party from its inception, however, contemplated war.
It tlemanded '*the abolition of mercenary troops and the formation of a
national army."

It proclaimGd th.-.t "In vievj- of the enormous sacrifice of life

and property demanded of a nation by every vmr, oe-rsonal enrichment through

war must be regarded as a crime a?;ainst the nation,

the ruthless confiscation of all war profits."
Indeed, I wish it were universal.

'ic demand, therefore,

I do not criticise this policy.

I merely point out that in a time of peace,

war was a preoccupation of the party, and it started the work of marking war

less offensive to ttie masses of the people. V/ith this it combined a program
of physical training and sports for youth that became, as we shall see, the

cloak for a secret orogrom of military training.
The Nazi Party declaration also committed its members to an

anti-Semitic program.

It declared that no Jew or any person of non-German

blood could be a member of the nation* Such persons were to be disfranchised,
disqualified for office, subject to the alien laws, and

m 9'
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ontitltd to nourishment only after the (rermfm population had first been

provided for*

All vrho had entered Germany after August 2, 1914 were to be

required forthv/ith to depart, and all non-German irnmigro.tion was to be
prohibited.

The F-arty also avowed, even in those early days, an authoritarian
arid totalitarian program for Germany,

It demanded creation of a strong central

power with unconditionaly authority, nationalization of all businesses which

had been "amalgamated," and a "reconstruction" of the national system of
education which "must aim at teaching the nupil to understand the idea of the

State (state sociolagy),"

Its hostility to civil liberties and freedom of

the press was distinctly announced in these words:

"It must be forbidded to

publish newspapers vrfiich do not conduce to the national welfare,

"''e demand

the legal prosecution of all tondenoies in art or literature of a kind likely
to disintegrate our life as a nation and the suppression of institutions which
might militate against the above requirements."

The forecast of religious persecution Viras clothed in the language
of religious liberty, for the Nazi prop:ram stated,
religious denominations in the State,"

demand liberty for all

But, it continues i.ri.th the limitation,

"so far as theyarc not a danger to it and do not militate against the morality
and moral sense of the German race,"

The Party program foreshadowed the campaign of terrorism.

It

annoimced, " Tie demand ruthless war upon those whose activities are injurious
to the common interests," and it demanded that such offenses be punished
with death.

It is significant that the loaders of this Po.rty interpreted

this program as a belligerent one certain to precipitate conflict.

The Pnrtjr

platform concluded, "The lead.ers of the Party sxfecir to proceed regardless of
consequences -- if necessary, at the sacrifice of their lives -- toward the

fulfillment of ,the foregoing points,"

It is this Leadership Corps of the

Party, not its entire membership, that stands accused as a criminal
organization.

-
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Let us now see how the leaders of the Party fulfilled their

pledge to proceed regardless of consequences.

Obviously, their foreign

objectives, which v/ere noting less than to undo international treaties and
to wrest territory from foreign control, as well as most of their internal-

program, could be accomplished only by possession of the machinery of the
German State*

The first effort, accordingly, was to subvert the Veimar

Republic by violent revolution*
landed many of them in jail.

iin abortive putsch at Munich in 1923

The period of meditation vhioh followed pro-

duo'd "Moin Kampf," henceforth the source of law for the Party workers and
a source of considerable revenue to its supreme leader.

The Nazi plons

for the violent overthrov/ of the feeble Republic then turned to plans for
its capture#
No greater mistake could be made than to think of the Nazi

Party in terms of the loose organizations which we of the western world call

"political parties."

In discipline, structure, and method the Nazi Party
\

was not adapted, to the democratic process of persuasion.

instrument of conspiracy and of coercion#

It was on

The Party was not organized to

talce over power in the German State by winning sunport of a majority of the
German people#

It was organized to seize power in defiance of the will

of the people.

The Nazi Party, under the "Fuehrerprinzip," was bound by an iron
discipline into a pjrramid, vfith the i^uehrer, Adolf Hitler, at the top and
broadening into a numerous Leadership Corps, composed of overloards of a

very extensive Party membership at the base#

By no means all of those who

may h -.ve supported the movement in one way or another were actual. Party
membersf

The membership took the Party oath which in effect, amounted to

an abdication of oersonal intelligence and moral responsibility#

This was

the oathj "I vow inviolable fidelity to Adolf Hitlorj I vow absolute
obedience to him and to ihe leaders he designates for me." The membership
in daily 'practice followed its leaders v/ith an idolatry and self-surrender
more Oriental than Western.

-
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iYe will not be obliEed to guess as to the motives or goal of

tl.o IFazi Party. The immediate aim was to undermine the iTeim-ar Republic,
The oraer to all Party members to work to that end was given in a letter
from Hitler of August 24, 1931 to Rosenberg, of which we will produce the
original.

Hitler wrote.

"I am Just reading the VOELKISCHEH

BEOBACHTER, edition 235/236, page 1, an article
entitled "Does Hirth intend to come over?"

The

ten'''ency of the article is to prevent on our
part a crombling away from the present form of
government." I myself am travelling all over Ger

many to achieve exactly the opposite. May I
therefore ask that my own paper will not stab
me in the back with tactically unvfise articl'^'c,.
(047-PS)

Captured film enables us to aresent the defendant, Alfred Rosenberg, who
from the screen 7ri.ll himself tell you the story. The SA practiced violent
intcrforence with elections. V/e have the reports of the SD describing

in detail how its members later violated the secrecy of elections in
order to iaentify those who opposed them.

One of the reports makes this
i

explanation:

"...The control was effected in the
following vray: some members cf the olection-r

committee marked all the ballot papers with
numbers. During the ballot itself, a voters*
list was maae up. The ballot-papers were handed
out in numerical order, therefore it was possible
afterwards vdth the aid of tlis list to find cut

the persons who cast no-vates or invalid votes#
One sample of thegt. marked ballot-paaers is enclosed.

The marking was d.one on the back of the hallot-paners
with skimmed milk..." (R-142)

The Party activity, In addition to all the familiar forma of

political contest, to^k on the aspect of a rehearsal for warfare.

It

utilized a Party formation, "DIE STURMABTEILUHGEI'," commonly known as the
SA.

This was a voluntary organization of Youthful and fanatical Nazis

trained for the use of violence under semi-military discipline.

Its

members began by acting as bodyguards for the Nazi leaders and rapidly
expanded from defensive to offens^e tactics,

^hey heo?jn© disciplined

ru-^fians for the breaking up of opposition meetings and the terrcrization

of adversaries.

They boasted that their task was to make the Nazi Party

"37iastor of the streets."

of others.

The Sii was the parent organization of a number

Its offspring Include "DIE SCHUTZSTAFFELN," commonly known
% 12 •
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as "the SS, formed in 1925 and distinguished for the fanaticism and cruelty
cf its members; "DER SICHERHEITSDIENST," known as the SD; an^ "DIE

GSHEI^'^ S TIulTSPOLIEEI," the Secret State Police, the infamous Gestapo
formed in 1954 after Nazi accession to power..

Aglance at a chart of ihe Party organization is enough to shovr

how completely it differed from the political parties we know.
own source of law in the fuehrer and sub-fuehrers.

sind its own nolice.

It had its

It had its own courts

The consoirators set up a government within the Party

to exercise outside the law every Sfxnction that any legitimate state could

exercise and many that it could not.

Its chain of command was military,

and its formations were martial in name as well as in function.

They were

composed of battalions set up to bear arms under military discipline.

.ft •,

V-/,' ^

motorized corps, flyinc; corps, and the infamous "Death Head Corps",
which v/as not misnamed. The Party had its oxm secret police, its
security units, its intelligence and espionage division, its raiding
forces, and its youth forces.

It established elaborate administrative

mechanisms to identiry and liquidate spies and informers, to manage
concentration camps,_^ to operate death vans, pnd to finsnce the whole

movement.

Through concentric circles of authority, the Nazi Party,

as its leadership later boasted, eventually organized and dominated
every phase of German life — but not until they had waged a bitter

internal struggle characterized by brutal criminality.

In ^reparation

for this phase of their struggle, they created a ^artu oolice system.
This became the pattern and the instrimient of the police state, which
was the first goal in their plan.

The Party formations, including the Leadership Qorps of the
Party, the SB, the SS, the SA and the infamous Secret State Police, or
Gestapo, -- all these stand accused before you as criminal organizations;
organizations which, as we will prove from their "own documents, were re
cruited only from recklessly devoted Nazis, ready in conviction and tem
perament to do the most violent of deeds to advance the common orogram.

They terrorized and silenced democratic opposition and were able at length
to combine with political opportunists, militarists, industrialists,
monarchists, and political reactionaritis.

On January 30, 1933, Adolf Hitler became Chancellor of the German

Republic,

-ii-n evil combination, re)"resdnted in the Prisoners' dock by its

most eminent survivors, had suoceodod in possessing itself of the
machinery of the German Government, a facade behind vhioh they thence forth

would operated to make a realit;^'" of tho war of conquest they so long had

plotted.

The conspiracy had -tassed into its second phase.

- 14
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THE CONSOLIDATION OF NAZI POl^ER

'A'e sHall now consider the steps, #iich embraced the most hideous

of crimes against humanity, to which the conspirators resorted in perfect
ing control of the German State and in preparing Germany for the aggres
sive war indispensable to their ends.

The Germans of the 1920's were a frustrated and baffled people
as a result of defeat and the disintegration of their traditional gov

ernment#

The democratic elements, which were trying to govern Germany

through the new and feeble machinery of the ITeimar Republic, got inade
quate support from the democratic forces of the rest of the world.

It is

not to be deniea that Germany, when world-wide depression was added to
her other problems, was faced with urgent and intricate pressures in her
economic and political life vdiich necessitated bold measures#

The internal measures by vjhich a nation attempts to solve its

problems are ordinarily of no ooncern to other nations#

But the Nazi

program from the first was recognized as a desperate program for a people

still suffering the effects of an unsuccessful war# The Nazi policy ombraced ends always recognized as attainable only by a renewal .and a more

successful outcome of war. The conspirators' answer to Germany's problems
was nothing less than to plot the regaining of territories lost in the

First .'orld 'ar and the acquisition of other fertile lands of Central

Europe by dispossessing or exterminating those who inhabited them. They
also contemplated destroying or permanently weakening all other neighboring
peoples so as to win virtual domination of Europe and probably of the world,
he precise limits of their .ambition we need not define for it was and is

as illegal to wage aggressive war for small stakes as for large ones#
•'/e find at this period two goyerronents in Germany -* the real

and tht; ostensible. The formg of the German Republic xvere maintained for
a time, ano. it was the outward and visible government. But the real

authority in the State was outside of and above the law and rested In the
Leadership Corps of the Nazi Party,

On February 273 1933 j less bhkn a month after Hitler became
I

Chancellor^ the Reichstag building Y^-as set on fire.

The burning of this

s^mibol of free parliamentary government was so providential for the Nazis
that it vras believed they staged the fire themselves .

Certainly vfhen

v/e contemplate their hnov^n crmes^ we cannot believe they would sbnink

from mere arson.

It is not necessary, hcc/zever, to resolve the

controversy as to yfho set the fire.

The significant point is in the

use that was made of the fire' and of the state of public .mind it produced.
The Nazis immediately accused the Communist Party of instigating and
committing the crime, and turned every effort to portray tliis single act

of arson as the beginning of a Gomunist revolution.

Then, taking

advantage of the hysteria, the Nazis met this phantom revolution with a
real one.

In the folloiTing December, the Gerraan Supreme Court iTith

comi-,;ondable courage and independence acquitted the accused Communists ^
but it vras too late to influence the tragic course of events which the
Nazi conspirators had set rushing fon'.-ard.

Hitler, on the morning after the fire, obtained from the aged and
ailing President von Hindenburg a Presidential decree suspending the
extensive guarantees of indivictial liberty contained in the constitution

of the Y/eimar Republic.

The decree provided thatj

"Sections' lll|, 115, 117^ 118, 123, 12U, and
153 of the Constitution of the German Reich are
suspended until further notice. Thus, restrictions on
personal liberty, on the right of free expression of
opinion, including freedom of the press, on the right
of assembly and the right of association, and violations
of the privacy of postal, telegraphic, and telephonic
communications, and warrants for house-searches, orders

for confiscations as well as restrictions on property,
are also permissible beyond the legal limits other'Arise
prescribed." (1390-PS)

The extent of the restriction on personal liberty under the decree of

P'ebruafy 28, 1933^ may be, understood by reference to the rights under
the Vjeimar Constitution vfhich were suspended:
"Article llj4.. The freedom of the person is
inviolable,' Curtailment or depirvation of personal
freedom by a public authority is only permissible on
a legal basis.

"Persons who have been deprived of their

freedom must be inlormed at the latest on the following
day by whose authority and for v/hat reasons the

deprivation of freedom was ordered; opportunity shall be
afforded them ivitho\it delay of submitting objections

to their deprivation of freedom.
16
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"^ticle 11^,- Svery Crsriaan's home is his
sanctuary and is inviole.ble,
made as provided by lavr.

'*iu?ticle 117.

Jiixceptions may only be

The secrecv of letters and

all postal, telegraphic and telephone communications
is inviolable.

Exceptions are inadmissible except

by Reich lavr.

"Article llG.

Every German has the riv^ht;

ivithin the limits of the general lav;s, to express
his opinions freely in speech, in v/riting, in print,
in picture form or .in any othfer vray. No conditions
of v/ork or emplo2.mient may detract from this right
and no disadvantage may accrue to him from any person
for making use of tliis right...
t

.V,

||.V ..'I

"Article 123. All Germans have the right
to assemble peacefully and unarmed vrithout giving
notice and v.lthout special permission.
"A Reich lav: ir.ay make previo^:.s notification
obligatory for assemblies in the open air, and may
prohibit them, in the case of immediate danger to the
public safety.

"•'brticle 121;, All the Germans have the right

to form associations""or societies for purposes not
I- .,1

contrary to crlninal lavr. This right may not bo
curtailed by preventive measures, The saxae provisions
apply to religious associations and societies.
"Every association may become incorporated

(Enverb ,der Rechtsfdhigkeit) according to the
provisions of the civil lay.

The right may not be

refused to any association on the grounds that its
aims' are political, social-political or religious.

"Article
Property is guaranteed by the
Constitution. Its content anti limits are defined b;/
the lays.

"Expropriation can only take place for the
public benefit and on a legal basis. Adequate
compensation shall bo granted, unless a Reich law
orders other\':ise. in the case of dispute concerning the

amouiit of compensation, it shall be possible to submit
the matter to the ordinary civil courts, unless keich
laws determine othcrwisG, Corapcnsation must be paid
if the Reich expropriates property belonging to the
Lands, Com-iiunes., or public utility associations.
"Property carries obligations.

shall also serve tho ccxmnon good,"

Its use

(20^0-PS)

It must be said in fairi:iess to von Hindonburg that the
constitution itself authorizod him temporarily to suspend these
fundajnental rights "if the public safety and order in the German Reich
are considerably disturbed
17
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or endangered." It must alao be acknowledged that President Ebert
previously had invoked this power,

But the National Socialist coup was made possible because the
terms of the Hitler-Hindenburg decree departed from all previous ones

in Yfhich the poviTer of suspension had been invoked# t-'feenever Ebert had

suspended constitutional guarantees of individual rights^ his decree
had expressly revived the Protective Custody Act adopted by uhe
Reichstag in 1916 during the previous war. This Act guaranteed a

judicial hearing within 2h hours of arrest, gave a right to have coui-isel
and to inspect all relevant records, provided for appeal, and
authorized compensation from Treasury funds for erroneous arrests.

18
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The Hitler-Hindenberg decree of February 28, 1933^
contained no safeguards.
von Hindenberg.

The ojnission may not have been noted by

Certainly he did not appreciate its effect.

It left

the Nazi police and party fomations, already existing and functioning
under Hitler, completely unrestrained and irresponsible.

Secret arrest

and indefinite detention, without charges, v/ithout evidence, -vvithout
hearing, -Jithout counsel, became the method of inflicting irihuraan
punislimcnt on any vfhom the Nazi police suspected or disliked.

No

court could issue an injunction, or writ of habeas corpus, or certiorari,

The German people were in the hands of the police, the police were in

the hands of the Nazi party, and the party vras in the hands of a ring
of evil men, of vrhom the defendants here before you arc surviving
and representative leaders,

The Nazi conspiracy, as yre shall show, always contemplated not
merely ovorcoming current opposition but exterminating elements vfhich
could not be reconciled vn.th its philosophy of the state.

It not only

sought to establish the Nazi "nevf order" but to secure its s^'ray, as
Hitler predicted, "for a thousand years."

Nazis were never in doubt

or disagreement as to what these dissident oleraonts were.

They were

concisely described by one of them, Col. General von Fritsch, on

December 11, 193B, in these wordss
"Shortly after the first war I cai.io to the conclusion
that we should have to be victorious in three battles i f

Germany were to boccsTiG powerful again s 1. The battle
against the working cla.3s—iiitler has won this. 2, Against
the Catholic Church, perhaps better expressed against

Ultramontanism.

3. ^gainst the Jews." (l9li7~FS)

The warfare against those elements was continuous.

The

battle in Geniiany was but a practice sldrmish for the world-vddc drive
against them:,

No have in point of geography and of time two groups

of crimes against huraanity—one within Germany before and during the
v.vir, the other in occupied territory during the vrar.
not separated in Nazi plannin^c.
p,"

But the two are

They are a continuous unfolding of

the Nazi plan to exterminate peoples and institutions vfhich might
serve as a focus or instrument for oyorturning their "new world
order" at any time.

v;e consider
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these crimos against humanity in this address as manifestations of the

one Nasi plan and discuss them according to General von Fritsch's
classification.

1.

TIIS BATTLE AGAINST TEE IVOHICING CLASS

VJhen Hitlor camo to pov/or^ there vfero in Germany throe
groups of trade unions.

The Gonoral German Trade Union Confederation

(ADoB) v.'ith twenty-eight affiliated unions^ and the General Independent
imployocs Confederation (AFA) with thirteen federated unions together
nimibored. more than AjSOC^OOO moiebcrs.

The Christian Trade Union had

over IjS^OjOOO members.

The working people of Germanyj like the working people of
other nations j had little to gain personally by vrar.

\7hila labor is

usually brought around to the support of the nation at war^ labor by
and large is a pacific, though by no means a pacifist
vrorld.

force in the

The vforking people of Germany had not forgotten in 1933 how-

heav:- the yoke of the war lord can be.

It was the working men -.vho had

Joined the sailors and soldiers in the revolt of 1913 to end the First

;orld ^•''ar.

The Nazis had neither forgiven nor forgotten.

The Nazi

program required that this part of the Gerraan population not only be

stripped of power to resist diversion of its scanty comforts to armament,
but also bo wheedled or vdiippod into now and unheard of sacrifices as

part of the Nazi vrar preparation.

Labor must be cowed, and that ynoant

its organizations and means of cohesion and defense must bo dostrovcd.

.

The purpose to regiment labor for the Nazi Party vras avovred

hy Ley in a speech to workers on ^ a^- 2, 1933j as follows;
"You may say vrhat else do you vrant, you

have the absolute povror. True we have the power,
but vro do not have the whole people, wo do not have
you workers 100^, and it is you •vrhom we vrant; vro
will not lot you bo until you stand vdth us in
complete, genuine achnowlcdgraont.'' (6lii-PS)
The first Nazi attack was upon the tvro larger unions.

On

April 2, 1933 5 an order not even in the name of the CTOvernment, but of
the Nazi Party v/as issued by the conspirator Nobcrt Ley as "Chief of

Staff of the political organization of tho NSDAP," applicable to the
Trade Union Confederation and tho Independent Sraployees Confederation.
I t directed

30
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seizure of their properties and arrest of their principal leaders,

The

party order directed party organs which we hero denounce as criminal
associations, the SA and SS "to bo employed for the occupation of the
j"

h

trade union properties, and for the taking into custody of personalities
who come into question."

And it directed the taking into "protective

custody" of all chairmen and district secretaries of such unions and
,1-

branch directors of tho labor-bank.

(392-rPS)

These orders v/ere carried out on hiay2, 1933.

All funds of

the labor unions, including ponsion and benefit funds, were seized.

Union loaders vrere sent to concentration camps.

A fey; days later, on

hay 10, 1933> Hitler appointed Ley leader of the Gorman Labor Front

(DEUTSGHS MBEITSFRONT), vrhich succeeded to the confiscated union funds.
The Gorman Labor Front, a Nazi controlled labor bureau, vras set up under
Ley to teach the Nazi philosophy to Gcrr.ian Vv-orkcrs and to yreed out from

industrial employmen-6 all who vrorc backward in their lessons.

(l9aO-PS).

"Factory Troops" were organized qs an "ideological shock squad vdthin

tho factory."

(1817-'PS),

Tho Party order provided that "outsido of the

German Labor Front, no other organization (ydiether of workers or of •

.employees) is to exist,"

On June 2k, 1933? the roamining Cliristian

Trade Unions yaere seized pursuant to an order of the Nazi Party signed by
Ley,

On May 19, 1933^ this time by'govornnont decree, it vfas

provided that "trustees" of labor, appointed by I-Iit;j|3r, should regulate
the conditions of all labor contracts, replacing the former process of
colloctivo bargaining.

(lj.05-PS)

On November 30, 193ij., a decree

"regulating national labor" introduced the fuehrer principle into

industrial relations.

It provided that tho ov.Ti-^rs of enterprises should

be the "fuehrers" and tho workers should bp tho followers.

Tho onterprisor-

fuehrors should "make decisions for onployeos and laborers in all

matters concerning the ontorprise,"

(1861-13).

It vras by such bait

that the groat Gorman industrialists v^ere inducted to support tho Nazi
cause, to their own ultimate ruin.

Not only did tho Nazis dominate and regiment Geimian labor, but

thoy forced the youth into tho ranks of tho laboring people they had thus

led into chains. Under a coriipulsory labor service decree on 26 Juno, -193^,
21
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you^; mon and v/oni^jn botrfoon the a^-'.cs of 18'and 25 were conscripted ior

labor,

(l6>),i-PS).

acconplislicd.

Thus was the purpose to. subju-iato-Gerinan Labor

In the words of Ley, tliis acccinplisbjaent consisted ''in

eliTAinating the associati-en character of the trade union and employees'

associations, and in its place we have .substituted the concoption .

'sdidiors of work'." 'The produ<:.tivo manpowor pf the Genr.an nation was
in Na,2.i control,
• . •i
''
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3y tiieso stops the defendants vron the battle to

I

liuqidato labor unions as potential opposition and were unaole to iiposa

uxDon the working class the biwdei'is ox pi'epariliQ; for aggressive warfare.

•

^tA"

Robert Ley, the field laarshal of the battle against labor,

1-,: •
1.

'

answ.jred our indictment vath suicide.
,

•

2,

Apparently ho kn.;v-: no butter ansn-er.

TIIB nATTL^; iiOAIHST THE CimCHSS.

^ The Haai Party alv/ays v:as predominantly anti-Christian in
its ideology", •'but wo who believe in freedom of conscience and of religion

-•A
^ ''

it.
m'

base no charge of criminality on anyb-oeiy's "ideology.

It is .not because

.the Nazi themselves"were irreligious or• pagan,. but becauso thsy

'

persocatod "othorS of the .Cliristian faith that the^'-'becamo guilty of

.
. .av '
fy. •,

crime, and it is eec-ausc the porsccuition tras a step in the preparation
i'or agyrossivo warfare that th'i. offense becomes one of international
consequence.
•Vy ;n, •

To remove ev...ry moderating influence among tlie German

people and to put its p'opulation cn a total vrar footing, tlie conspirators
devised and carx^icd out a systematic and relentless roprossion of all
\
Christian sects and churches,

•

T;o -47111 ask you to conirlct the Nazis on their ot.ti «?vidence.,

I

Martin Lormann in. June, 191-1, issued'a socret decree" on the .relation of

Christlanit-y and .National SoCialisrw The decree pro-^/idcd:

,

• "feT tho first time in/Gorjaan hlstcsry thrj
Euehror consciously and co-upljtoi^ hhs •tho leadership
of tho peoplj in Ills oiTii hand, "vith the party, its

y

'iy,'

components" and attebhud units tho fUelirur has created
fcr liimseLC and thereby tho Goir.^an Reich iSadoi'ship an
instrument which.makus'him indopundcnt of the cnurch.
All infiuunous •,;hich oMlgUt Lupair or- .du-Aago tLie

b

leadorship of the .people cxor-::j.sud by the ikiehrer 4;ith
• help r.f the -iSDAP, raust be ollitiiiated, .. Lore and mofo
the p-uople K'ust bo seprrated from the churc.acs and

til-i5;,rfrgans,, the pastors,

A:.
• '.'M W

••

Of course, the bhurchus

. 5.-iust and'v.dll, seen-fr'stsu their -vievrpoint, ddfend
therisolves against this loss of pwvu-r, But never ' \
again raust an influence on leadership of tho paoplo

A.'Ar;^

be yielded to ,tho oanT'ches* This (influo.hce). must'
bo brekoTL Gompletoly and finally,
.

3^-.'

IWd

..

.

.
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"Only the Reich gOYernruont and by its
direction the partyj its components and attached

units have a right to leadership of the people.
Just as the deleterioiis influences of astrologers^
soars and other fakers are elijoinatod and

suppressed by the state, so must the possibility
of church influence also be totall;/ removed.
Hot until this has happonod, does the state
leadership have influ.ence on the individual
citizens. Not until then arc people and Reich •
secure in their existence for all the future."

(D-75)

- j
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, And how the party had been securing the Reich from Christian influence,

will be proved by such items as this teletype from the Gestapo, Berlin, to
the Gestapo, Nurriberg, on Juli 2U, 1938t Let us hear their own account of
events in Rottenburg.

"The Tarty on 23 July 1939 from 2100 on carried
out the third-demonstration against Bishop Sproll. Tartici^'

pants about 2500-3000 were brought in from outside by bus,
etc. The Robtenburg populace again did not participate in

the demonstration. This town took rather a hostile attitude

to the demonstrations. The action got completely out of
hand of the Party Timber responsible for it. The demon

strators stormed the palace, beat in the gates and donrs.

About l50 to 200 people forced their way into the palace,
searched the rooms, threw files out of the -windows and

rummaged through the beds in the rooms of the palace. One
bed was ignited. Before the fire got to the other objects
of igquipment in the rooms and the palace, the fhming bed
could be thrown form the window and the ffre extinguished.
The Bishop was with Archbishop Groeber of Freibrug and
the ladles and gentlemen of his menage in the chapel at

prayer. About 25 to 30 people pressed into this chapel
and molested those present. Bishop Groeber was taken for

Bishop Sproll. He vras grabbed by the robe and dragged
back and forth. Finally the intruders realized that

Bishop Groeber is not the one they are seeking. They
could then be persuaded to leave the building. After

-

the evacuation of the palace by the demonstrators I had

an interview v,dth Archbishop Groeber, who left Rottenburg
in the night. Groeber wants to turn to Fuehrer and Reich

Minister of the Interior, Dr. Frick, anew. On the course
of the action, the damage done as well as the homage
of the Rottenburg populace beginning today for the
Bishop I shall immediately hand in a full report, after
I am in the act of suppressing counter mass meetings ...
"In case the Fuehrer has instructions to give
in this matter, I request that these be transmitted most

quickly ..." (8U8-FS).
Later, defendant Rosenberg wrote to Bormann reviewing the proposal
of Kerrl as Church Minister to place the Protestant Church under State
tutelage and proclaim Hitler its Supreme head. Rosenberg was opposed, .

hinting that Nasiism was to suppress the Christian Church cgmpletely after
the vrar. (See also 098-jFS)«

The persecution af all pacifist and dissenting sects, such as
Jehovah*s ^^'itnesses and the Pentecostal association, was peculiarly re

lentless and ^uel. The policy tqprard the i^vangelical Churches, however,
was to use their Influence for the Na«ls* own purposes. In September,

1933, Mueller was appointed the Fufehrer^s representative with power to
deal with the "affairs of the Evangelical Chur.ch" in its relations to the

State, Eventually, steps were taken to create a Reich Bishop vested with

• /1-;
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• power to control this Church* a lone conflict follovrad. Paster Niemoeller
was sent to concentration camp, and extended interference vdth the in-r-

ternal discipline and administration of the Churches occurred,
A most intense drive was directed against the Roman Catholic '

Church. After a strategic concordat with the Holy See, signed in J-^ly,

1933 in Rome, which never was observed by the Nazi ^arty, a long and
persistent persecution of the Catholic Church, its priesthood and its

members, was carried out. Church Schools and educational institutions

were suppressed or subjected to requirements of Nazi teaching inconsistent
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with the Christian faith, fhe property of the Church was confiscated

^ and inspired vandalism directed against Chuhch property vfas left un
punished. Religious instruction was impeded-and the exercise of reli

gion made difficult, iriests and bishops were laid upon, riots were

stimulated to harass them, and many were sent to concentration camps.
iifter occupation of foreign soil,, these persecutions v;ent on

with greater vigor than ever,

will present to you from the files of

the Vatican the earnest protests made by the Vatican to f^ibbentrop
suim-narizing the persecutions to which the priesthood and the Church had

been subjected in this Tvrentieth Century under the Nazi regime. Eibbentrop
never answered them. He could not deny. He dared not justify.
3. CRTJ-iES AC-AINST

Jg."S.

The most savage and numerous crimes planned and committed by the
Nazis were those against the Jevrs, These in Germany, in 1933, numbered

about ^00,000. In the aggregate, they had made for themselves positionswhich excited envy, and had accumulated properties which excited .the

avarice of the -Jazis, They were few enough to be helpless and numerous
enough to be held up as a menace.

!

Let there be no misunderstanding about the charge of persecuting
Jews. What we charge against these defendants is not those arrongances
and pretensions vfhich frequently accompany the intermingling of different

peoples and which are likely, despite he honest efforts of government, to
produce regrettable crimes and convulsions. It is my purpose to show a

plan and design, to which all Nazis were fanatically committed, to annihi

late all Jewj.sh people. These crimes were organized and promoted by the
Tarty Leadership, executed and protected by the Nazi officials, as we
shall convince you by writt-n orders of the Secret State 7olicc itself.

The persecution of the Jevfs was a continuous and deliberate polic;/.
It was a policy directed against other nations as well as ap-ainst the
Jews themselves. .*nti-Semitism vjas promoted to di\ride and embitter the

democratic peoples and to soften their resistance to the Nazi aggression.
Robert Ley declared in D^r Lngriff on lU "Taerz iRltl+y "The second German

secret weapon is 'inti-Semitism because if it is constantly pursued by
Germany, it will become a universal problem which all nations will be

n

forced to consider,"
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. Anti--Semitism also has been aptly credited mth being a "spear^
head of terror•" The ghetto v/as the laboratory for testing repressive
measures, Jevdsh property was the first to be expropriated, but the custom
grew and included similar measures against ^-^nti-Nazi Germans, Poles, Czechs,

Frenchmen, and Belgians. Extermination of the Jews enabled the Nazis to
'

'

I

bring a practiced hand to similar measiares against Poles, .Serbs, and Greeks,
The plight of the Jew v/as a constant threat to opposition or discontent
among other elements of Europe*s population - pacifists, conservatives,

communists. Catholics, Irotestants, socialists. It was, in fact, a threat
to every dissenting opinion and to every non-Nazi's life.
The persecution polizy against the Jews commenced vath nonviolent

measures, such as disfranchissment and discriminations againSt their
religion, and the placing of impediments in the way of success in

economic life. It moved rapidly to organized mass violence/against them,
physical isolation in ghettos, deportation, forced labor, mass starvation,
and extermination. The Government, the Party formations indicted before
if

you as criminal organizations, the Secret State Police, the army, private

and semi-public associations, and "spontaneous" mobs that were carefully
1

inspired from official sources, were all.agencies concerned in this per

secution. Nor was It di-rtected against individual Jews for personal bad
citizenship or unpopularity. The avowed purpose was the destruction of

the Jeivish people as a whole, as an end in itself, as a measure of prep
aration for war, and as a discipline of conquered peoples.
The conspiracy or common plan to exterminate the Jew v/as so

methodically and thoroughly pursued that despite the German defeat and ,

.Nazi prostration, this Nazi aim jtargely has succeeded. Only remnants

of the European Jewish population remain in Germany, in the countries which
Germany occupied, and in those which were her s.atellite3 or collaborators.

Of the 9,600,000 Jews who lived in Nazi dominated Europe, 60 percent are
authoritatively estimated to-have perished, 9,700,000 Jews are missing

from the countries ih v/hich they formerly lived, and over 14,900,000 cannot

be accounted for by the normal d-eath rate nor by immigrationj nor are they
included among displaced persons. History does not record a crime ever
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perpetrated against so many iTictime or one ever carried outh mth such
calculated cruelty.

You vfill have difficulty^ as I have^ to look into the faces of these

defendants and believe that in this Twentieth Century human beings could
inflict such sufferings as v.dll be proved here on their ami country

men as well as upon their so-called "inferior" enemies, Farticular crimes,
and the responsibility of defendants for them, are to be dealt- with by •

the'Soviet Government's Counsel, when committed in the East, and by Counsel
for the Republic of France when committed in the '^bst, I advert to them

only to show their magnitude .as evidence of a purpose and a knowledge
common to all defendants, of an official plan rather than of a capricious

policy of some individual commander, and to show such a continuity of
Jevdsh persecution from the rise of the Nazi conspiracy to its collapse

as forb-ids us to believe that a.ny person could be Identified with any
p-art of Nazi action without approving this most conspicuous item of its
program#

*

The Indictment itself recites many evidences of the anti-Semitic
persecutions. The defendant Streicher led the Nazis in anti-Semitic
/

bitterness and extremism.. In an article applarlng in per SJuermer on 19

March, 19^2 he complained that Christian teachings have stood in the way
of "radical solution of the Je-vilsh question in Europe", and quoted

enthusiastically as the'Twentieth Century solution tbe fuehrer's proclamation

of February 2U, 19U2 that "the Jew will be exterminated." and on November h,
19li35 Streicher declared in Der Stuermer that the Jews "have disappeared from
Europe and that the Jevn.sh 'Reservoir of the East' from which the Jevd.sh

plague has for centuries beset the people of Europe, has ceased to ecist,"
Streicher now has the effrontery to tell us he is "only a Zionist" - r.

he says he wants only to return the Jews to falestine, Rut on May 7, 19I12
his newspaper^ Qer Stuermer, had this to sayj
"It Is also not only an European problemi Thv..* Jewish

question is a world question^ Not only is Germany'not safe

in the face'of the Jews as long as one Jew lives in Europe
but also the Jewish question Is hardlj'- solved in Europe so
long as Jews.live in the rest of the world,"

And the defendant Kans Frank, a lavifyer by profession I say vdth

shame, summarized inhis Diary in 19Uii the Nazi policy thus:

"Tho Jevfs

are a race v^ich has to be eliminated; "whenever vre catch one, it is his

end."

(2233-PS, 1| March I9l4i5 p. 26.) And earlier, speaking of his

function as Governor General of Poland, he-confided to his diajry this

sentiment:

"Of course I cannot eliminate all lic^ and Jews in only a

year's time."

(2233-PS, Vol. IV, I9U0, p.lljO.)

I could multiply endI

lessly this kind of Nazi ranting but I v,lll leave it to the evidence and

turn to the fruit of this perverted thinking.

The most serious of the actions against Jev/s "vvere outside of
any law, but the law itself was or^Dloyed to some extent.

infamous Numberg, decrees of Soptember 15, 193^,

Part I, p. Ilii6).

(Reichsgosetzblatt 1935,

The Jews v/ero segregated into ghettos and put into

forced labor;, they v/ere expelled from,their professions;

Y/as expropriated;

their property

all cultural life, the press, the theatre, tnd schools

vrere prohibited them;

069-PS.)

There v/ere the

and the SD was made responsible for them.

(212-PS,

This "was an or^iinous guardianship, as the folloY/ing order for

"The Handling of the JeY-lsh Question" sIioViTg:

"The competency of tiio Chief of the Security

Police and Security Service, v,rho is charged ydth the
mission of solving the European Jev.lsh question, ex
tends even to' the occupied eastern provinces
/

"An eventual act by the civilian population
against the Jgy;s is not to be prevented as long as this
is coi:ptatible Ydth the maintenance of order and security
in the rear of the fighting troops...
"The first main goal of the Gorman moasmes

must be strict segregation of Je'wry from the rest of
the populalion. In th3 execution of this, first of
all is the seizing of the Jev'/ish ^populace by the
introduction of a registration order and similar
appropriate measures...

"Then Imncdlately, the Yraaring of the recogni
tion sign consisting of a yellovir Jc'.d.sh star* is to be
brought about and all rights of fraodom for Jovfs are

to .be Yd-thdrav/n, They are to be pla,cod in Ghe'btos and
at the same tli'.io arc to be soparated according to sexes.
The presence of rsiany more or less closod Jovdsh settle

ments ^in t/Iiite Rirbhcaia and in the Ulirainc makes this
mission easier.
Moroovor, places are to be chosen which
make possible the full use of tl'io Jewish I'lanpower in
case labor needs are present.«.
.tr

"The entire Jevdsh property is to be seized
and oonfiscated yrith exception of that which is necessary
for a bare existonco,.

As far as the oconomioal situation

•fi'
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permits, the pov;er of disposal of their property is

to be taken from the Jews as soon as possible through
orders end other measures given hj the commissariatc,
so that the moving of property ivill quickly cease.
"Any cultural activity v/ill bo corpletely
forbidden, to the Jev/. This includes the outlav/ing
of the Jovd,sh press, the Jemsh theatres and schools.

"The slaughtering of animals according to

JeYd-sh rites is also to be prohibited.(212-PS)

• •

The anti-Jewish cacpaign becamo furious in Germany foHovdng
the assassination in Parish of the Gerr.ian Legation Councillor von Rath.
Heydrich, Gestapo head, sent a teletype to cXL 5iosta.po and SD offices

with directions for handling "spontaneous" uprising anticipated for the
nights of November 9 a.nd 10, 1938, so as to aid in destruction of Jevrishovmed property and protect only that of Germans.

ever came into evidence.

No more cynical document

Then there is a report by an SS Brigade Leader,

Dr. Stahlecher, to Himmler, viiich recites that:
" ,. oSiimllarly, native anti-Semitic forces were

induced to start pogroms against Jevrs during the first
hours after capture, though tiiis inducement proved to
be very difficult.
Following out orders, the Security

X^:
T/;.<^ • •

Police vras determined to solve the Jcrvish question
with all possible means and most decisively. But it
"was desirable that the Security Police should not put
in a.n immcdia.to appcara.nco, at least in the beginning,
since the extraordinarily harsh measures vrcrc apt to
stir even German circles.

It had to bo shoim to the

world that the native population itself took the first
action by vray of naturaj. reaction a,gainst the suppression
\r ,.,

by Jews during severed, docades and against the terror
exercised by the Communists during the preceding period,

.In vicvf of the extension of the cxcv. of

operations and the grea.t number of duties which had to
bo performed by the Security Police, it Y/as intended
from the very beginning to obta.in the co-oporatlon of

the reliable population for the fight against vermin that is mainly the Jovj-s and Comr.iunists.

Beyond our

directing of the first spontaneous actions of selfcleansing, viiich will be reported olsevYhcre, care had
to be taken that reliable people should be put to the
cleansing Job and that they vrare appointed auxiliary
members of the Security Police,

".,,Ko\mo,,,To our 'SuriDrise it v^as not easy at
first to set in motion an oxtonsive pogrom against Jctvts.

KLIMATIS, the loader of the partisan unit, mentioned
above, ^rho was used for this pm*poso primarily, succeeded
in starting a pogrom on the basis of advice given to him

by a small adyanood dctaclmaont, acting in Kowno, and in
such a way that no German order or Gorman instigation was
(•

•I' '
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noticed from tho outside.

During the first pogrom in

the night from 2^# to 26,6. the Lithunnian partisans
did avray v/ith more thanlj^OO Jev/s, set fire to several
•Synagogues or destroyed thcra by other means and burned
dov/n a JoT/ish dY/olling district consisting of about

60 houses. During the follovring nights about 2,300
Jovrs yrere made harmless in a similar v/ay.

In other ,

parts of Lithuaiua similar actions follov/ed the example
of Kowno, though smaiLler and extending to the Comrriunists
vfho had been left behind.

"These self-cleansing,actions vrent smoothly
because the Army authorities vho had been informed

showed understanding for this procedure. From the
beginning it was obvious that only tho first days after
the occupation v/ould offer the opportunity for carr'ying

out pogror-is.

After the disarmament of the partisans

the self-cleansing actions ceased necessarily.
"It proved much more difficult to get in motion
similar cleansing actions in Latvia,.,"

"...From the beginning it v/as to be expected
that the JG-.dsh problem in the East could not be solved
by pogroms alone.
In accordance va.th the basic orders
received, hoYvever, the cleansing activities of the
i.*r

Security Police had to aim o-t a conplete annihilation
of the JeY/s,, •«

.

"The siu'i total of the Jovfs liquidated in

Lithuania amounts to 71.10S,,,"

(L-I80),

»\y '''
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Of course, it is self-evident that those "uprisings"^were
mnnged by the governraent and the Nazi partj^.

If ife vrere in doubt, we

could resort to Stroicher's nienoranduin of April lU^ 1939^ wliich says,
"The anti-Jevdsh action of November, 1938 did not arise spontaneously
from the people.

-Jf-

Part of the party formation have been charged

Ydth the Gxecution of the anti-Jevash s,ction."

(li06-FS.)

Jev;s as a v/hole were fined a, billion Reichsmarks.

They virore excluded

from a.ll businesses, and claims against insurance con^anies for their

burned ];)roperties vfere confiscatod, all by decree of the defendant

Gooring,

(Reicbsgescntzblatt, 1938;

I; PP* 1579-1582,)

Synagogues were the objects of a special vengeance.
November 10, 1938, the following order yras given:

-On

^

"By order of the

GroYp Commander, all Jewish Synagogues in the area of Brigade 50 have to
be blovm up or set afire,

in civilian clothing,

^

-JJ-

The operation mil bo carried out

Execution of the order mil be reported

I

fe'Vh.' •-

(1721-FS.)

Some i;0 teletype messages from various, police

headquarters vdll tell the fury Y/ith Y/hich all Jws wore pursued in Ger
many on those avjful Novombor nights.
the Gestapo supervised,

destroyed.

The .SS troops vrere turned loose and

Jovdsh cnvnod property yrc.s authorised to be

The Gestapo ordered twenty to thirty thousand 'hToll-to-do Jews"

to be arrested.

Concentration ccmq^s were to receive them,

fit for labor, were to be taken.

Kealtl^'' Je^vs,

(305l-BS),

As the German frontiers were expanded by v/ar, so the canpaign

against the- Jews expanded.
tion in Gerr-iany;

alwa^-^s it contcmpla-ted extinguishing the Jev-r in Europe

and often in the vrorld.

erty taken ovor*
East,

The Nazi plan never was limited to extermina

In the v/est, the JevYS wore killed and their prop^

But the canpfiiEn achieved its zenith of savagery in the

The Eastern JeTY has sufatored as no people ever suffered.

Their

sufferings vforc carefully reported to the Nazi authoritaos to shov/ faith
ful adherence to the Nazi design.

I shaU refer only to enough of the

evidence of these to show the extent of the Nazi desi':pi for killing Jews.

.

'•

.
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If I should recite these horrors in words of my oYm^ you Y/ould
think me intemperate and unreliable.-

Fortunately^ Yre need not take the

Y/ord of any vd-tness but the Germans themselTes.

I invite you novr to look

at a feYT of the vast niu±ier of captured German orders and reports that

•vTill be offered in evidence^tb sec I'd^at a Nazi invasion meant.

YiTe mll

present such evidence as the report of "Einsa.tzgruppe (Action Group) A"

of October 1^^ 19Ul> Y/liich boasts that in cvorrunning the Baltic States,
"Native Anti-Semitic forces Y/ere induced to start pogroms against the
Jevrs durinrr the first ho^.irs after occupation

-x- -x-,"

The Report continues:

"From the begiiining it Y/as to be expected that the Jevdsh
problem in the East could not be solved by pogroms alone«
In
accordance ;vith the basic orders received, hov/evcr, the cleansing
a.ctivities of the Security Police had to aiiTi at a conrplcte anni
hilation of the Jev.rs,
Special detachncnts reinforced by selected

units - in Lithuania partisan dctachi'-icnts, in La.tvia units of the
Latvian auxiliary police - therefore perfornied extensive execu
tions both in the tovms and in rural area.s#

The actions of the

execution detachments Y/ere performed smoothly."
"The sum total of the Jevrs liquidated in Lithuania amounts

to 71,10^,

During the pogroms in KoY/no 3,8CO Jevfs Yfcre elimi

nated,, in the smaller tovms about 1,200 Jews."
"In Latvia., up to now a. total of 30,000 JeYrs vrcre executed,
500 vrG];'e eliminated by pogroms in Riga," (L-180).
This is a. captured report from the Goimnissioner of Sluzk on

October 30, 19hl, Y/hich describes the scene in more detail.

It says:

• The first lieutenant explained that the police
battalion had received the assignment to effect the liquida.tion

of all jQvrs here in the tovai of Sluzk, vdthin tvro days. • Then
1 requested him to postpone the a.ction one da.y. HoYrevor, he
rejected thi.s Y.dth the remark that he had to carry out this
action c-verga.rhore and in all tovms and that only tvra days v^ere
allotted for Sluzk.
Vdthin these tvro days, the tovjn of Sluzk

had to be cleared of Jsy/s bj'' all means. • •

All Jews Ydthout

exception were talten out of the factories'and shops and de
ported in spito of our af;prG0ment,
It is true that part of
the Jgy^s vj"as moved by Y/ay of the ghetto vrhore many of them
Y/ere processed and still segregated by rne, but a large part

Y/as loaded directly on trucks and liquidated without fu- ther
delay outside of the tovm. , ,
For the rest, as regards the
execution of the action,
I mast point out to
deepest regret
that the latter bordered a3-ready on sadism. The tov^i itself
offered a picture of horror during the action, V7ith indescrib
able brutality on the part of both the Gor/.ian police officers
sjid particulcrly the Litl-.uanian partisans, the Jewish people,
b^it adso among then V/hite Ruthem.ans, vforc ta:::en out of their
dwellings aiid horded together.
Evor^aYhere in the tovm shots
Y.'erc to be heard and in dif.vcrent streets the corpses of shot
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Jewis acctmnilated.

The Y/h',te Ruthonians v/ere in ^i^eatest dis

tress to free thenselves from the cncirclenent.

Regardless of

the fact that the Jewish people, among whon were also tradesmen,
T:rere mistreated in a terribly barbarous yra:/ in the face of the
T/Vhite Ruthenian people, the ITnite Ruthenians themselves were
also worked over vrith rubber clubs and rifle butts#

There wa.s

no question of an action against the Je\7s any more#
looked like a revolution. •
(llOii-PS),

It rather

There are reports which merely tabulate the numbers slaughtered.

An example is an account of the work of Einsatzgruppcn of Sipo and SD
in the East, which relates that —

In Estonia, all Jevrs vrere arrested immediately upon the
arrival of the Wehrmacht.

JoiTish men and vromen above

the age of 16 and capable of work Tfore drafted for forced labor.
Jews were subjected to all sorts of restrictions and

all Jcvdsh property vras confiscated.

All Jevrish males above the age 'of l6 vrere execiited, v/ith
the exception of doctors and elders.
ks^OO Jews remained.

Only 500 of an original

37,180 persons have been ^-i^nidated by the Sipo and SD
in \7hite Ruthenia drrinf^ October.

In one to/ai, 337 Jewish y/omen were executed for demon
strating a 'provocative attitude.*
In another, 38O
Jeyfs yrere shot for spreading vicious propaganda.

And so the report continues, listing to.'-m after town, yfhere
hundreds upon himdreds of Joyts were murdered.

In Witebsk 3?000 Jevfs y/ere liquidated because of the
danger of epidemics.

In Kiev;, 33^771 Jews were executed on September 29 and 30
in retaliaiion for some fires which vrere set off there.

In ShitordJT, 3^1^^ Jcvrs 'had to be shot* bocauso, J-'dging
from Gxrporience they had to be considered as the carriers of
Bolshevik proi'^aganda.

In Chcrson, UlO Jews y;ere executed in reprisal agai2:ist acts
of sabotage.

In the territory east of the EJnepr, the Jewish problem

was 'solved' by the liquidation of 1^,891 Jews end by
putting the remainder into labor battalions of up to 1,000
persons. (R-102.)
Other accofints tell not of the slaughter so much as of the

depths of degradation to vrhich the tormentors stooped.

For exainple, we

will shov; the report made to defendant Rosenborg about the army and the

SS in the area under Rosenborg's Jurisdic "'••ion, y/iiich recited the follov;ing?

"Details:

In presence of SS man, a Jovish dentist

has to break all gold teeth and fillings out of mouth of
Gorman and Russian Jev/s before they are executed,"

^

3h

I'len^ Tronon and children are locked into barns and
burned alive.

peasants^ wonen and children are shot on pretext that

they are suspected of belonging to bands, (R~13^),
We of the Western World heard of Gas Wagons in --.vhich Je;7s and
political opponents \rcrc asphyxiated,

V/e could not believe it.

But here

•vre have the report of Way l6, 19U2 fron the Gerr.ian SS officer, Becker, to
his supervisor in Berlin vfhich tells this stor^r*

Gas vans in 0, group can be driven to execution spot, which

is generally stationed 10 to l5 kms, from riain road only in dry
vfcathor.

Since those to be executed become frantic if conducted

to this place, such vans become immobilized in Y:et vj-eather.

Gas vans in D, group cajaouflagcd as cabin trailers, but
vehicles well knov/n to authorities and civilian population Triiich
calls them 'Death Vans',

Writer of letter (Booker) ordered all men to keep as far
aYray as possible during gassing.
Unloading van has 'atrocious
spiritual and physical effect' on men and they should be ordered

not to participate in such v/ork, (JOl-FS),
I shall not dvrall on this subject longer than to quote one more
sickening document which evidences the planned and systematic character

of the Jevdsh persecutions,

I hold a report written vdth Teutonic devo

tion to detail, illustrated with photogrc^hs to authenticate its almost

Incredible text, and beautifilLly bound in leather vfith the loving care
bestowed on a proud work.

It is the original report of the SS Brigadier

General Stroop in charge of the destruction of the Warsaw Ghetto, and
its title page carries the inscription, "The Jcv/ish Ghetto in V/arsaw no

longer exists,"

It is characteristic that one of the caption.s explains

that the photograph concerned shows the driving out of Jevdsh "bandits" j

those Y/hom the photograph shovrs being driven out are almost entirely
vromen and little children.

It contains a day-by-day account of the kill

ings mainly carried out by the SS orgai^iization, too long to relate,
let me quote Genera]. Stroop's sumaryi
"The resistronce it'ut wp hy the Jg\ts and bandits could

only be sun-re.ssed by energetic actions of our troops day
and night.

The Reichsfuehrer S:3 oi-'derc-d, thereforo, on

23 April 19h3 tb.o cleaning out of the .ghetto witli utter
ruthlossnesfi and ncrciloss tfviacity,

I therefore, decided

3?
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but

to destroy and biim do^/m the entire ghetto vdthout regard
to the arjnairient factories* Those factories vfere systeirtaticalLy di.sraantled and then burned,
Jews usually left
their hxdeouts^ but frequently renained in the burning
buildings and juried out of the YdndoTrs only v/hen the heat
beotCjae unoearable.

They then tried to craYd Ynth broken

bones across the street into buildings vfliich vrcre not afire,
Sonetines thcj'-changed their hideouts during the night into
the ruins of burned ouildings.

Life in the sev/ers v/'as not

pleasant after the first vreck.
Many tir.ies wo could hear
loud voices in the sewers© SS men or policemen clinbod
bravely through the manholes to capture these Jews. Sometines they stuinbled over Jevdsh corpsGsj sonetines they
Yfere shot at.

Tear gas bombs were thrown into the manholes

and the Jews driven out of the scnvors and captijrcd.

Count

less numbers of Jevrs vrcre liquidated in seyrers and bunkers
through blasting.
The longer the resistance continued the

tougher bGcar;.e the nembers of the V/a,ifen SS police and

Welirnacht who alv^ays discharged their duties^ in an exemplary
manner.

Frequently Jev/s viio tried to replenish their food

supplies during the night or to cormaunicate y^rith neighboring
groups wore e^ctcrminated."

(lC6l-PS),

This action cliininatcd, says the SS commander, "a proved total

of 56, 065- Toyiiat -we have to add the number cf those killed through
blasting, fire, etc., ydiich cannot be counted."

We charge that all atrocities against Jgtts y;"ere the manifestation

and culmination of the Nazi plan to TWiich every defendant here vras a marty.
I know very yrell that so;r.c of these men did tal:c steps to sprore some par
ticular Jev; for some personal reason from the horrors that a-waited the

unrcscued Jevf.

Some protested that particular atrocities vrere excessive,

and discredited the general policy. Viihilc a fe^y defendants may show ef

forts to i.iake specific exceptions to the policy of Je"wish extermination,
I have found no instance in -which any defendant opposed the policy itself
or sought to revoke or oven modify it.
/

Determination to destroy the Jcvrs -was a binding force v/hich
at all times ce::iented the elements of this conspiracy.

On many internal

policies there vrcve diffex-onces among the defendants.

But there iS not

one of then v/ho has not echoed the ravll^rLng cry of Naziism -

DEUTSCHIAND ERWACNE, JTDA VEPJIECKEI

(OERf..Jiliy AHAIvE, JSIRI PERISBl)
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T2H?.0RI3k: .J® PR>:f;JI;.TION for WATi.

How D. Governja^nt trcr.ts its ovm inhr.bitr?.nts generally is thought

to be;; no concern of other Govcrrunonts or of int^^rnational society.

Cor-

tr.inly few oppressions or cruelties would warrant the iiab crvontion of
foreign powers.

But the Gormrji inistroatiucnfc of Gerin-^jis is now known to

pass in raagnitudo ':.nd savagery any limits of v/hat is tolerable by modern

civilization.
in such rimes.

Other nations, by silence, would trico a consenting port
These Nazi persecutions, moreover, t.-^ko ch-^ractor as

international crimes because of the purpose for which thoy v/ero undertaken.
The purpose, as we have seen, of getting rid of the influence

of free labor, the churches, and the Jews was to clorx their obstruction

to the precipitation of aggr^-ssive vfar.

If aggressive warfare in violation

of treaty obligation is a matter of international cognizance, the proporations for it must also bo of concern to the international coimnimity,
Terrorism vr;.s the chief instrument for securing the cohesion of the Gorman

people in war purposes,

Koroover, the-se cruelties in Germai^ s«-;rved as

atrocity practice to discipline the monbership of the crir;iina,l organization
to follow th>^ pattern latv:;r in occupied countries.
Through the ^.-olice formations that before you are •-.ccus^d as
I

criminal organizations, the Nazi Party leaders, aided at some rjoint in

their basic aaid notorious purpose by each of the individuaJ. defendants
instituted a reign of terror.

These espionage and police organizations

wore utilized to hunt down eVery forra of opposition and to penalize every
noncomi'ormity,

Thes-; organizations early founded -and administered con

centration camps - Buchcnvjald in 1933^ Dachau in 1934.

names were not alone.
to number scores.

But .these notorious,

Concentration c^mps came to dot the Gern-an m-ap and

At first they met "with resistance from some Germans,

We have a captured letter from :vanistor of Justice Guertnor to Hitler

vrhich is revealing,

gestr.po official liad been prosecuted for criiaes

comiiiitted in the camp at Plohnstein, and the Nazi Governor of Srocony had
prorr.ptly asked that the proceeding be quashed.

The Minister of Justice in

June of 1935 protested bec.auso, as he said:

"In this crXiip unusually grave mistreatments of prisoners

has occurred .at least sjuice Gumruer 1933.

The prisoners not only
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wore beaten with v/hips vdthout oausoj siniilarly
the Concv^ntration C jnp Breciow near Stettin till
lost consciousness, but they were also tortured
other mrjiners, e.g. with the help of a dripping
constructv^id exclusively for this purpose, under

as in
they
in
apparatus
^-stiich

prisoners had to stand until they vi^jro suffering from

serious purulent wounds of the scalp..(787-PS)
I shall not trice time to detail the ghastly proceedings in these

concentration camps.
routine —

Beatings, starvings, tortures, and killings ware

so routine that the torm-nturs became blase and careless.

Vie

have a report of discovery that in Plov^taens one night, 186 persons were
executed wliilc there were orders for only 180,

/tnother report describes

how the farxiily of one victim received two urns of ashes by mistake,
vfere compelled to execute each other.

Iniimtes

In 1942, they ?;ere paid five Eeichs-

nnrks per execution, but on June 27^ 1942, SS General Gluecks ordered
commandants of all concentration camps to reduce this honorarium to three

cigarettes.

In 1943^ the Eeichs leader of the SS :nd Chief of Gerrx-n

Police ordered the corporal punishments on Russian women to be applied by

Polish women and vice versa, but the price vns not frozen.
a few cigarettes" was authorized.

"As reward,

Under the Nazis, human life had been

progressively devalued until it finally becariie worth less than a ha.ndful
of tobacco

ersatz tob-acco.

milk of human kindness.

There wore, hoivever, seme traces of the

On ..ugust 11, 1942, an order vfont from Himnaer

to the commanders of fourteen concentration camps that "only Gorman prisoners

are allov/ed to beat other German prisoners,"

(2189-PS)

Ii,ystery rjid suspense was added to cruelty in order to spread tortiire
from t^e inmate to his family and friends.

lien rnd vromen disappeared from

their homes or business or from th<;^ streets, "nd no v/ord come of thorn.

The omission of notice was not duo to overworked stcff. it v/as due to

policy.

The Chief of the SD and Sipo reported that in accordmice with

orders from the Fuohrer o-nxi-ty should bo created in tho minds of the

fcjoily of the arrested person.

(668—PS).

Doportataons ?.nc. secret arrests

were laboled, with a Nazi wit which seems a little ghoulish, "Macht und

Nobel" (Night end Fog)

(L-90, 883-PS,) One of the ix,ny orders for these

actions gave thds explanation:
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"Th<^ clL;cr>-:c; cTTrios

basic innovation.

The

Fuohn^or and CoHii.i''jidor in Chi-^f of the .jmeci Forces

cooiicnds that crir.ieS of thk^ specified sort comittod
by civilians of th-:-; occupied t^^rritorius aru to bo
pimished by th^j pertinent courts-riLartial in the occupied
territories only v/hc;n

a)

the sentence calls for the death
penalty^ and

b)

the Sentence is pronounced vdthin
S days after the arrest,

"Only u'hen both conditions are met does the
Fuehrer and Cor;m.ander in Chief of the rirncd Forces

hope for the desired deterrent effect from the conduct

of punitive proceedings in the occupied torritorios,
"In other cases in the future the accused a.ro

to bo secretly brought to Germ-any and the further conduct
of the trial carried on here.

The deterrent effect

of those measures lies

a)

b)

in allowing the disappearance of
the accused vdthout a trace,

therein, that no information whatsoever
may be given about their whereabouts

and their fate."

•

(833-PS)
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To clumsy cruoltyj sciontil'ic skill wns added.

"Undesirables"

Vvere exterriinated by injection of drugs into the bloodstrecxij by asphyxi

ation in gas ch'^jiibers.
effects.

They were shot i-vith poison bullets^ to study the

(L-103).
TheUj to cruel experiiaents the Nnzi added obscene ones.

These

were not tho work of underling degenerates but of master minds hi^^ in

the Nazi conspiracy.

On May 20^ 1942^ General Field Marshal Milch author

ized SS General i.blff to go aJicjad at Dachau Camp with so-c-alled "cold
exporiidents"; and four female gypsies were supplied for the purpose.
Himioler gave permission to carry on these "experiments" also in other

camps.

(l6l7^PS.)

Dachau, the reports of the "doctor" in charge

show that victims wore immersed in cold water uiitil their body temperature
TO.s reduced to 2S degrees centigrade (62^4 degrees Faronhoit), vjhen thoy
aU died imraediatcly.

(1618-P3.)

"eoctor's" technique Lmprovod,

This was in ..ugust 1942.

But tho

Ey Febru?-ry, 1943^ ho wa-s a.blc to ropcrt

that thirty persons were chilled to 27 to 29 degrees, their hands and f-^et
frozen white, and their balies "rcwarmod" by a hot bath.

scientific triujup was "rewarniing v/ith animal h.^at."

But thc; Nazi

The victim, all bub

frozen to death, was surrounded mth bodies of living v©mon until he

revived and responded to his envirament by having sexual intercourse. (1616-PS,)
Here Nazi degeneracy reach^^d its nadir,
I dislik'-: to '^^ncumb'-r tho record v;ith such morbid to.lcs, but we
C-rt: in the grim business of trying men as criminals, and these are tho

things their own agents say happened.

V/e will show you these concentra

tion carcps in motion pictures, just as the .allied armies foune them when
they arrived, and the measures General Fisenhov;er had to take to Qlean

them up.

Our proof will be disgusting and you v.ill say I have robbed you

of your sleep.

But these are tho things which have turned the stomach of

the world and sot every civilized hc.nd against Nazi Gernr-ny.

Uo

I r • n'
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Germany became one vast torture chamber.

Cries of its victins

Tforc hoard round the world and brought shudders to civilized pooplv^ everyv/here.

I am one who received during this war most atrocitj'- tales v/ith

suspicion and skepticism.

But the proof here will be so overwhelming that

I Venture to product not one word I have spoken will be denied.

These

defendants will only deny personi'.l responsibility or knowledge.

Under the clutch of the most intricate wob of espionage a.nd intrigue
that any modern state has enajred, and persecution and torture of a kind

that h-,s not been visited upon the v/crld in mciiy centuries^ the uLemonts
of tho Gorman population which were both decent ?jid courageous v/ere anni

hilated,

Those #iich were decent but weak v/ere intimidated^ .Open rc-

sista.ncej which had never been more than foeble and irresolute^ clsappearcd.
But resistance^ I am happy to say, alv/C'.ys remained, although it was mani
fest in only such events as th^:; abortive effort to assassinate Hitler

on July 20, 19A4.

hlth resistance driven underground, tho Nazi had the

Gorman State in his avn hands.

But the Nazis not only silcncc-d discordant voices. They created posi

tive controls as effective as theii" negative ones. Propaganda organs, on
a scale never before knavn, stimulatecl the p:.rty anJ. party formations viith

a permanent enthusiasm and abandon such as we democratic people can v/crk up
only for a fevr days befare a general election. They inculcated and prac
ticed tho FuoiiTerprinzip which centralized control of tho p.arty end of the

P.arty-controlled state over the lives ard thought of the Goriman people,
who are accustomou to look upon the German State by whor:-v;vor controlled

with a fiysticism th-.t is inconpreh^nsiblo to my people,

.^11 these controls from their inception were escorted with unparaj,lelcd
energy and singlemini-.edQess to put Germany on '• war footing, I'/e will show

from the Nazisf own documents their secret training of military personnel,
their Secret creation of a mlit.'ry .air force. Finally, a conscript army
was brought into being. Financiers, economists, industrialists, joined
In the- plan and promoted ^-:laborate alt^^rations in incaistry and finance, to

support an unprecedented concentr-.tinn of resources aixl energies upon

prepcrr.tions for wr.r,

Germmy's rearrarju^nt so outstripped the strength

of her neighbors th-^.t in .".bout a ye^r she was able to crush the whole

military force of Continent"J. Eiaropc, exclusive of that of Soviet Russia,
and then to push the Russirii armi>..s back to the Volga,

These preparations

vrere of a magnitude v/ldch surpassed all need of defense and every defend-

.':'jit, ^nd eVery intelligent Germ.an, well understood them to be for aggres
sive purposes,
EXPSI^IiviErjTS Ik AGGRESSION

Before resorting to open a.ggressive warfare, the Nazis urr'.ertook sojae
rather cautious experiiMonts to test the spirit and rosistance of those who

lay across their path.

They advanced, but only as others yielded, and

kept in a position to draw back if they found a tenper that made persistence
dangerous.

On 7 iiarch 1936, the Nazis reoccupied the Rhineland and then proceeded
to fortify it in violation of the Treaty of Versailles and the Pact of
Locarno,

They encountered no substantial resistance and v/ere emboldened

to t"ke the next step, which v/as the acquisition of Austria,

Despite re

peated assurances that Germany h:.d no designs on mustria, invasion was
perfected.

Threat of attack forced Schuschnigg to resign as Chancellor

/

of Austria and put tho Nazi defendant Seyss-Inquart in his place.

The

latter immediately opened the frontier and invited Hitler to invade j^ustria

"to preserve order,"

On March 12th the invr.sion begajn^

The next day.

Hitler proclaiiiied hinnelf Chief of the .xustrian State, took coirmand of its
armed farces, and a law was enacted annexing Austria to Germany,
Threats of aggression had succeeded without ?2-ousing rosistance.

nevertheless iiad been stirred.

Fears

They were lulled by an assurance to the

Czechoslovak Government th-.t there yj-duIu be no attack on that country,

V/e

will show that the Nazi Governraent already had detailed plans for the

attack,

V/e vill lay before you the docuaents in which tliese conspirators

planned to cre.ate an incident to justify th.ir "attack.

They even gave con

sideration to assassinating theii" mn iumbr.ssador at Pro.gue in order to

t

create a sufficiently draraatic incident.

They did precipitate a diplomr.tic

crisis vdiich endured through the suiaiaer.

Hitler sot September 30th as the

da,y when troops should be ready for action.

Under the threat of inmiediate

war, the United Kingdom r-.nd France concluded a pact v/ith GeriiBny and Italy

at Munich on September 29, 193S which required Czechoslovakia to acquiesce
in thu cession of the Sudetenland to Germany.

It was consummated by Ger-

m-n occupation on October 1, 1938,

The Munich Pact pledged no further aggression against Czechoslovakia^
but the Nazi pl^^dge was lightly given and quickly broken.

On the 15th of

March, 1939^ in defiance of the treaty of Munich itself, the Nazis seized
and occupied Bohemia and Moravia, which constituted the riajor part of
Czechoslovakia not already coded to Germany,

Once again the West stood

agh;;st, but it dreaded v/ar, it saw no remedy except war, and it hoped
against hope that the Nazi foVi^r for expansion lx:.d run its course.

But

the Nazi world was intoxicated by these unresisted successes in open
»?,ll.ir.nco with Mussolini c.nd covert alliance v/ith Finance,

Then, havir^g

nnde a deceitful, delaying peace ivith Russia, the conspirators entered
upon the final phase of the plan to renew war,
YhiR OF AGGRESSION.

I will not prolong this address by detailing the steps leading to

the war of aggression vfhich began with the invasion of Poland on September 1,
1939»

Th«^- further story will be unfolded to you from docum^jnts including

those of the German High Command itself.
advancc3,

The pirns had been l.id long in

^nnly as 1935 Hitler appointed thu defendrnt Schacht to the.

position of "General Deputy for the V/ar Economy,"

(2261-P3.)

We have the

diary of G^rioral Jodl (lyBO-PS)^ the "Plann Otto," Hitler»s own order for
attack on i.ustria in case trickery failed (C-102)5 the "Plan Green" which
v;as thu bluopring for attack on Czechoslovakia (388~P3)| plans for the War

in thu "West (376~PS, 375-P3.); Ihink's lutt^r to Hitler dated August 25, 1939,
etailing th.. long course of economic preparation (699-PS)j Iwitel's top
*

secr.jt mobilization ord^r for 1939-40 prescribing s._,cr>.,t stops to be taken
during a "period

_ h3 ^

of tons ion" during which no

str.to of v/ar' will bo publicly doclarod

oven if open war irioasuros against the foreign cnoroy vdll bo taken."

This

latter order (1639-A-PS) is in our possession despite a secret order issued
on March l6^ 1945^ when Allied troops were advancing into the heart of
Germany, to burn those pla.ns,

V/e have also Hitler's directive, dated

December IS, 1940, for the "Barbarossa Contingency" outlining the strat^i^gy

of the attack upon Russia (446^PS).

That plan in the original bears the

initiaJ-S of the defendants Koitel and Jodl,

They were pla.nning the attack

and planning it long in advance of the declaration of ^.var.

-.b have d>jtailed

information concerning "Case VJhito," tho plan for attack on Poland (C-120),
That attack began the ?/ar.

Tho plan T^va,s issued by Koitel on .^pril li'd, 1939.

The attack did not come until Scptombor,

St^ps in preparation for the

attack wore tak^n by subordinate conmianders, one of \ihon issued an order
on June 14, providing that:
"The Comiii'nder-in-Chiv.f of the .xCmy kas ordered
the workir^ out of a plan of deployment against Poland
which takes in account th^ demands of the political
leadership for the opening of v/rr hy surprise and for
quick success,,,

"I declare it the duty of the Comma.nding Generals,
the divisional comnmders and the comm-ndants to limit

as much a.s possible the number of persons v/ho will be
informed, and to lii:iit the extent of the information, and
ask that all suitable measures be trvken to prevent per
sons not concerned from getting information,•

"The operation, in order to forestall on
orderly Polish mobilization and concentration, is to
be opened by surprise vdth forces which 'xe for the
most part armored and luotorizod, placed on '.lert in
the neighborhood of the border. The initial superiority
over the polish frontier-gu'\rds and surprise that can

be expected with Certainty are to be maintained by
quickly bringing up other parts of the army as v/ell
to counteract the ...arching up of the polish .-rmc^,,
"If the development
should show that a surprise
is out of question, because
preparations on the p?rt of

of the Political
at the beginning
of well advanced
the Polish .xmy,

situation
of th^ vv.x
defense
tho

Comruander-in-Chief of the /iTiny will order the opening
of the hostilities only after the assembling of
sufficient additional forces. The basis of dll pim.-

par ations will be to surprise the exneniy.(2327~P3.)
We have r.lso the order for the invasion of Englr.nd., v^igried by Hitler
initialed by Keitel and Jodl,

It is interestiiig tiiat it comjamnces vdth a

recogn-ition thnt although the British railit,ary position is "hopeless,"

they'show not the slightest sign of giving in. (UU2-rS).
Mot the least incriminating are the minutes of Hitler's meeting

vdth his high advisers, .:;.s early

as November

1937? Hitler told defen

dants Goering, Raeder, and Neurath, among others^ that German rearmament
was practically accomplished and that he had decided to secure by force?
starting Ydth a lightning attack on Czechoslovakia and Austria? greater

living space for Germans in Europe no later than 19U3-5 and perhaps as
early as 1938 (386-PS). On the 23rd of Nay^ 1939? the Fuehrer advised
his staff that -

"It is a question of expanding our living
space in the East and of securing our food supplies,.,
over and above the n3.tural fertility? thorough-going
German exploitation vd.ll enormously increase the sur
plus •"

"There is therefore no question of sparing
• Poland? and we are left vd.th the decision: To attack
Poland at the first suitable opportunity. Vi'o cannot
expect a repetition of the Czech affair. There vd.ll

be war." (1-79?)
On .HUgust ZZnds 1939 Hitler again addressed members of the High
Command? telling them whan Vie start of military operations would be ordered.

He didclosed that for propaganda purposes, he would provocate a good reason,
i

"It vd.ll make no difference?" ho announced? "whether this reason will sound
convincing or not, .c.fter all? the victor will not be asked whether he talked

the truth or not. A'o have to proceed brutally. The stronger is always right,"

(lOlU-PS,) On 23 November 1939? after the Germans had invaded Poland? Hitler
made this explanation?

".•.For the first time in history wo have

to fight on only one front? the other front is at
present free. But no one can know hov'^ long that
will remain so, I have doubted for a long time
whether I

should strike in the east and then in the

west. Basically I did not organize the armed forces
in order not to strike. The decision to strike was
alvrays in me. Earlier or later I wanted to solve
the problem. Under pressure it was decided that

the east -was to be attacked first,,," (739-PG).
We. know the bloody sequel. Prontier incidents were staged.

Demands were made for cession of territory, .^h-.n Poland refused? the German
forces invaded on September Ist? 1939? '^^'arsaw vms destroyed^ Poland fell, The

ifillffin' iiii'h'itiiiiliVi fi'iilli>'iWrfti'i'iiir- 'I I 'n

Nazis^ in accordance -^vith plan, moved svfiftly to extend their aggression

throughout Europe and to gain the advantage of surprise over their unpre
pared neighbors. Despite repeated and solemn assurances of peaceful in

tentions, they invaded Denmark and Norifvay on 9th .rpril, I9UO5 Belgium, The
Netherlands and Luxemburg on 10th Kay, 1914-01 Yugoslavia and Greece on 6th
April, 19i+l.

As part of the Nazi preparation for aggression against Toland and

her.allies, Germany, on 23rd ^vugust, 1939 had entered into a non-aggression
pact Yv-ith Soviet Russia. It was only a delaying treaty intended to be kept

no longer than necessary to prepare for its violation. On -June 22, 19i;l,
pursuant to long matured plans, the Nazis hurled troops into Soviet territory
without any declaration of war. The entire European world was aflame.
C0NSTTR,,CY "-ITH J.iFAN.

The Nazi plans of aggression called for use of u.siatic allies and

they found among the Japanese men of kindred mind and purpose. They were
brothers, under the skin,

Himmler records a conversation he had on January 31, 1939 with
General Oshima, Japanese zimbassador at Berlin, Ho v/rote:

"Furthermore, he (Oshima) had succeeded up to now to send
10 Russians with bombs across the Caucasian frontier. These
Russians had the mission to killl Stalin, ^ number of additional

Russians, whom he had also sent across, had been shot at the
frontier•" (2196-13)•

On September 27th, 19kOf the Nazis concluded a German-^Italian-^

Japanese ten-year military and economic alliance by v/hich those powers
agreed "to stand by and cooperate with one another in regard to their

efforts in Grsator East i-.sia and regions of Europe respectively wherein

it is their prime purpose to establish and maintain a nev/ order of thins
On "hrch, 6j 19141, a top secret directive was Issued by def.=ndant

Xeitel, It stated that "The Fuehrer has or-i^red instigation of Japan's
active participation in the war" and dir.-^.cted that "Japan's military power
has to be strengthened by the disclosure of German vrar experiences and
support of a military, economic and technical nature has to be given,"

The aim was stated to be to crush England quickly, "Thereby keeping the united
States out of the war," (0-76),

It'

On March 2§, 19U1, Ribbentrop told Matsuoka, the Japanese Foreign
Minister, that the German Army was ready to strike against Russia,

Matsuoka reassured Ribbentrop about the Far East. Japan, he reported,
was acting at the mom-^nt as though she had no interest whatever in

Singapore, but "intends to strike when the right moment comes." (l877-?Si)

On April

I9UI Ribbentrop urged elatsuoka that entry of Japan into the

war would "hasten the victory" and would- be more in the interest of

Japan than of Germany since it would give Japan a unique chance to

fulfill her national aims and to play a leading part in Eastern Asia.
(1882-FS.)

The proofs in thsi case vjill also show that the leaders of Germany
were planning war against the United States from its Atlantic as well as

instigating it from its Facific approaches,

captured memorandum from

the Fuehrer's headquarters, dated October 29, 19U0, asks certain infor
mation as to air bases and supply and reports further that.

"The Fuehrer is at present occupied -/dth the question'of the

occupation of the Atlantic islands with a view to the prosecution of

war against iimerlca at a later date. Deliberations on this subject
are being embarked upon here." (376-rS.)
On December 7th, 19Ul, a day which the late Fresident Roosevelt

declared "vi.'lll live in infamy," victory for Gerinan aggression seemed

certain. The '-"'ehrmacht was at the gates of Moscow. "Laklng advantage

of the situation, and while her plenipotentiaries ware creating a diplomatic
diversion in "Jashinton, Japan v.dthout declaration of war treacherously
attacked the United States at Fearl Harbor and the Philippines. Attacks
followed swiftly on the British Commonwealth, and the Netherlands in the

.southwest lacific. These aggressions were met in the only way they could
be met, with instant declarations of war and with armed resistance which

mounted slcwly through mapy long months of reverse until finally the ^.xis
was crushed to earth and deliverance for its victims was won.

.;.A

CRI?ffiS IN THE CONDUCT OF

Even the most warlike of peoples have recognized in the name of
humanity some limitations on the savagery of warfare• Rules to that end
have been empodied in international conventions to which Germany became a
party; This code had prescribed dertaih restraints as to the treatment
of belligerents• The enemy was entitled to surrender and to receive

quarter and good treatment as a prisoner of war.

^vill show by German

docToments that these rights were denied, that prisoners of war were given
brutal treatment and often
case of

murdered. This was particularly true in the

captured airmen, often my countrymen.

It was ordered that capt"Qred English and .american airmen should

no longer be granted the status of prisoners of war. They were to be
treated as criminals and the ^-^rmy was ordered to refrain from protecting

them against lynching by the populace (R-118.) $he Nszi Government,
through its police and propaganda agencies, took pains to incite the

civilian population to attack and kill airmen who crash-landed. The order,
given by the Reichsfuehrer SS, Himmler, on 10 August 19U3j directed that.
"It is not the task of the police to

interfere in clashes between German and English
and i^merican flyers who have bailed out."

This order was transmitted on the same day by SS Qberstijirmbannfuehrer Brand
of Hiramler^s Personal Staff to all Senior Executive SS and Police officers,
"ivith these directions:

"I am sending you the inclosed order with

the request that the Chief of the Regular Police and
of the Security Police be informed. They are to make
this instruction known to their subordinate officers

verbally." (R-110.)

Similarly, v/e will show Hitler^ s top secret order, dated 18 October 19i;2,
that commandos, regardless of condiiiion, were "to ba slaughtered to the

last man" after capture. (ii9B-FS.) ^^''e will show the circulation of
secret orders, one of which was signed by Hess, to be passed orally to
civilians, that enemy fliers or parachutists were to be arrested or

liquidated, (062-PS,) By such means were murders incited and directed.

This Nazi campaign of ruthless treatment of enemy forces assumed
its greatest proportions in the fight against Russia. Eventually all

prisoners of war were taken out of control of the

and put in the

hands of Himmlsr and the, SS» (058-^PSp) In the Sast, the German fury

spent itself o Pussian prisoners were ordered to be branded* I'hey were

starved# I shall quote passages frotn a letter written February 2Q, 19^2
by defendant Rosenberg to defendant Keitel:

"The fate of the Soviet prisoners of v-rar in
Germany is on the contrary a tragedy of the greatest

extent# Of 3^6- millions of prisoners of war, only
several hundred thousand are still able
' ''A

to work-fully, A laroG part of then has starved, or died, because
of the hazards of the weather,. Thousands also died from spotted
fever.

The canp ooninanders have forbidden ttie civilian population to
put food at the disp 'sal of the prisoners, and they have rather
lot them starve to death.

In many cases, v^hcn prisoners of war could no lon:;er keep up
on the march because of hun:jer aic' ejdiaustion, they were shot
before the eyes ••..f t>io herrifiev?. civilian population, and the corpses
were loft.

In numerous camps, no shelter for the prisoners of war was
provided at all. They lay under the open sky durina, rain or snovf.
IHvain to.:1s vioro not made available to dir-; holes or caves.

Finally, the shooting of prisoners of war raust be mentioned;

For instance, in various caiops, all the 'Asiatics* v;erc shot,"(o8l-^PS),
Civilized usage and conventions to vjhich Germany was a party had

prescribed certain, immunities for civilian populations unfortunate enough
to dwell in lands overrun by hostile arraiesc

The Gorman occupation forces,

controlled or commanded by men on trial before you, ccmiTiittcd a long series
of outrages a.gainst tlic inliabitants of occupied territory that would be

incredible except for captured orders and the captured reports shoTdng the
fiedlity vdth v;hich these orders wore executed,

Y/e deal here idth a phase of common criminality designed by the con

spirators as part of the- ccrar^on plan,

"Ye can appreciate why these crimes

against their European enemies v/ero not of a casual character but were

planned and disciplined crimes v/hen vre get at the reason for them.

Hitler

told his officers on Augiist 22, 1939 that "The main objective in Poland
is the destruction of the enoiry o-nd net the reaching of a certain

geographical line."

(lOlU-PS),

The project of depurting prondsing youth

from occupied territories was ap-provod by Rosenborg on the theory tJiat
"a desired weakening- of the biological force cf the conquered people is

beinc, achieved."

(o31-PS).

To Germanize or to destroy was the program.

Himmler announced, -"Either we vdn over any go d bl.^od that we c,an use for

om-solvos and g-ivo it a place in our pe^.ple, .-ontlomen - you may caU this
cruel, but nature is cruel — vro destroy this blood,"

^^s to "racially

good types" Himnlor further advised, "Thoroforo, I think that it is our

duty to take their children with us, to rem-ve them from their environment

-
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^ to renovo 'thorn fron their envircrmient if necessary by robbing or stealing

then."

(L-70).

He urged deportation cf Slavic children to deprive potential

cnonios of fut"-jre soldiers.

The dazi purpose r-ras to leave Germany's neighbors so rreakened that even
if she should eventually Ir.se the n-ar, she would still be the most

powerful nation in Eurr^pe.

against this baclcgroundj wo mist vieiT the plan

for ruthless v.-arfaro, vrhich moans a plron for the comnissicn of v:ar crimes
and crimes against humanity.

Hostages in large numbers vrcre demanded and killed.
were inflicted, s

TTass punishments

savage that iTiiole ccmnunities were extinguished.

Rosenberg was advised of the annihilation of three unidentified villages

in Slcvalcia,

In May of l?li35 caiothcr village of about UO farms and 220

inhabitants was ordered v/iped out.

The entire population was ordered shot,

the cattle 'and property impounded, and the order required that "the village
vdll be destroyed totally by fire."

A secret report from Rosenberg's

Reich Ministry cf Eastern territory reveals that:
"Food rati:;ns allowed the Russian population are so low
that thoy fail t-; secure their oidstence and provide only
for minimum subsistence jf lj.ir.itod duration. The popular

tion ch^es net know if they vdll still live tcmorrow.

They

arc faced vdth death by starvation,.

"The roads are clogged by hundreds of thousands ef '
people, sometimes as many as one million accor'ling to the

estimate of experts, who wander around in search of nourishriont.

"Sauckel's action has cao^ed great unrest or-'Long the
civilians. Russian iris were deleused o^- men, nude photos

in forced pcsitions were taken, women doctors were locked

into freight cars for the pleasure of the t3;ansp'rt com
manders, vjoncn in night shirts vjere fettered and forced
through the Russian tovms to the railroad station, etc.
All this materd-al has been sent to the OKH."

perhaps the dep'-rtation to slave labor was the most horrible and

extensive slaving operation in history. On few other subjects is our evi

dence so abundant or so damaging.

I-a

speech, made on Januarj''

19UU,

the defendant Frank, Governor General of Poland, b asted, "l have sent
f(i-

1,300,000 Polish workers into tiic Reich,"

The defend-ant Sauckel reported

that "out of the five million foreign workers who arrived in Gcmary

•=v>

iiot even 200,000 came voluntarily."

This fact was reported to the

Fuehrer and defendants Speer, Goering, and Keitelo (R-121;.) Children of 10 to

lii years vrere impressed into service by telegraphic order of Rosenberg's
I'linistry for the Occupied Eastern Territories;

"The Command is further charged %vith the
transferring of worthvjhile Russian youth betvrcon

10-11; years of age^ to the Reich,

The authority

is not affected by the chrnges connected vrlth the
evacuation and transportation to the reception
camps of Pialystok, Krajevro, and Olitei,

The

Fuehrer vd.shes that this activity be increased
even more,"

(200-PS,)

VJhen enough labor was not forthcoining, prisoners of war y;ere forced in

war vfork in falgrant violation of international conventions.

(016-FS.)

Slave labor came from France, Belgium, Holland, Italy, and the East,
Fiethods of recruitment v;ere violent.

(R-121;, 018-PS, 201;-PS.)

The treat

ment of these slave laborers was stated in general terms, not difficult
to translate into concrete deprivations, in a ^.etter to the defendant
Rosenberg from the defendant Sauckel. Vfhich stated:
"•1-^11 prisoners of war, from the territories

of the West as v;ell of the East, actually'- in Germany,
must be conplc-,tely incorporated into the German arma
ment and munition industries. Their production must
be brought to theliighest possible level..."

"The complete emplo^/rAent of all prisoners of
war as well a,s the use of a gigantic nuiiber of new

foreign civilia.n v/orkers, men and women, has become
an undisputable necessity for the solution of the
mobilization of labor r:rogra.m in this T;ar,

"A1 1 the L',en must be fed, sheltered and

treated in siach a viray as to e::q)loit them to the highest
possible extent at rhe lovrest conceivable degrees of
expenditure, •." (016-.PS,)
In pursuance of the Nazi plc-n pei-jnanently to reduce the living

standards of their neiglibors and to iveaJcen them physically and economi-^
ca]l.y, a. long series of crimes were comntltted.

There was extensive

destruction, serving no military piorpose, of the property of civilians.
Dikes vfere throm open in Holland almost at the close of the vrar not to
achieve military ends but to destroy the resources and retard the economy
of the thrifty NetherlandervS.

There was canefully planned economic syphoning off of the assets

of occupied countries. An exa::ple of the planning is shovm b^/ a report
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on France dated December 7, 19l},2 made
of the Reichsbank*

by the Economic Research Department .

The question arose vjhether French occupation costs

should be increased from
Reichsmarks per day.

•

million Reichsmarks per day to 2^ million
.UK

The Reichsbank analyzed French economy to determine

whether it could bear the burden#

• It pointed out tliat the armistice had

burdened France to that date to the extent of iBl* billion Reichsmarks^
equallinc 370 billion Francs,

It pointed out that the burden of these

payments vfithin tvfo and a half years equalled the a.-^^pregate French national
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income in the

19U0, and that the amomt of payments handed over to

Germany in the first six months of 19U2 corresponded to the estimate for"
the total French revenue for that Y/hole year.

The report concluded^

"In any case^ the conclusion is inescapable that relatively heavier

tributes have been inroosed on France since the armistice in June^ I9U0
that upon Germany after the ''//orld War,

In this connections it must be

noted that the ccohomic powers of France never equd.led those of the
German Reich and that vanquished France could not drav-r on foreign eco
nomic and financial resources in the same degree as Germany after the
last World war."

The defendant Funk was the Reichs Minister of Economics and

President of the Reichsbanki

the defendant Ribbentrop "v/as Foreign l^nister;

the defendant Goering vras Plenipotentiary for the Four-Tear Plan, and

all of them participated in the G^:change of viws of which this captured

doc^jment is a part. (21U9-FS), riotvdthstanding this analysis by the Reichsbank,

they proceeded to increase the imposition on France from 1^ million
Reichsmarks daily to 2$ million daily.

It is small wonder that the bottom has been knocked out of French

economy,. The plan and purpose of the thing appears in a letter from

Genal Stulpnagle, head of the German Armistice Commission, to the de
fendant Jodl as early as lUth S.eptember, IpUO when he Yo-ote, "The slogan

ISystematic weakening of France» has already been surpassed by far in
reality."

Not only was there a ptirpose to debilitate rjid demoralize the

econoi.r/ of Gern-.any>s neighbors for the purpose of destroying their com

petitive position, but there was looting and pilfering on an unprecedented
scale.

Wo need not be hj^pocritical about this business of looting. I

recognize that no amy moves through occ.?)ied territory without some pil
fering as it goes. Usuauy the amount of pilferine>ereases as discipline
wanes.

If the evidence in this case showed no looting except of IJiat sort,

I certainly vrould ask no conviction of these defendants for it.

....

"i '' li V' it

But yie v/ill show you that lootih.g: was not due to the lack of
disciiTiline or to the ordinary weaknesses of human nature.

The German

ors'^nized rlundering, planned it, disciplined, it, and made it official,

just as he orfranized everything else, and then he compiled the most
meticulous records to show that he had done the best job of looting that

was possible under the circumstances*

And we have those records*

The defendant Rosenberg igas put in charge of a systematic plundcr-

inr^ of tho art objects of Europe by direct order of Hitler dated 29 January,

1940. (136-FS).

On the 16th of April, 1943 Rosonb-rg reported that up to

the 7th of A-pril, 92 railway cars with 2,775 cases containing art objects
had boon sent to Germany} and that 53 peices of art had been shipped to
Hitler cMrect", and 594 to. the defendant Goering.

The report mentioned

somthing 'like 20,000 pieces of seized art and tho main locations where they
were stored,

(015-PS)

Moreover^ this looting was glorified by Rosenberg*

Here we have

39 leathvor-bound tabulated volumes of his inventory, which in due time we
will offer in evidence.

Rosenberg report.

One cannot but admire the artistry of this

The Nazi taste was cosmopolitan.

Of the 9,455 articles

inventoried, there wore Incltided 5,255 pointings, 297 sculptures, 1,372
pieves of antique furniture, 307 textiles, end 2,224 small objects of art.
Rosenborg observed that there were approximately 10,000 more objects

still to be inventoried,

Rosenberg himself estimated that the values

involved would come close to a billion dollars.

(690-PS).

I shall not go into further details of the war frimes and crimes

a-^ainst humanity committed by the Nazi gangster rinrr whose leaders are
before you*

It is not the pur ose in my 'oart of this case to deal with

the individual crimes*

I .-'m dealing with the common plan or design for

crime an'l will n;>t dwell upon individual offenses.

My task is only to

show the scale on which these crimes occurred., rjiH to show^ that these are

the men who were in the responsible positions and

ccnccived the plan

and design which renders them answerable, regardless of the fact that

the plan wns actually executed by others#

1

At lGnf;th, this rockless anA lawless course outragccl. the world.
It recovered from the demoro.lizo.tion of surr-rise attack, assembled its
forces,-""uid stopped those men in thuir tracks.

Onco success desertedihcir

banners, one by one the ITazi satellites fell away.

Sawdust Caesar col-

la'.'sed,

Rosistance forces in ovory occupied country arose to hmry the

invader.

Even at home, Germans saw that Goriruiny was beinr: led to ruin

by those mad-.mon, and the attempt on July 20, 1944 to assassinate Hitler,

an attempt fostered by men of hig;hest station, was a desperate effort.by
internal forces to stop short of ruin#

Quarrels broke out amonir the

failinj? conspirators, and the decline of the Nazi oowor wo-s more swift
than its ascendancy.

German armed forces surrondorccl, its jrovernment

disinto,prated, its Ica'lors committed suici^^e by the dozen, and by the
fortunes of v:ar these defendants fell into our fiends,

Althourh. they are

not by any means o,ll the puilty ones, they arc survivors omonr the most
responsible.

Their names appear over and over in the documents and their

faces praoo the photographic evidnnce.

"/c have here the surviving top

v:

politicians, militarists, financiers, diplomats, administrators, and
propagandists of the Nazi movement,
if they

.-lio was responsible for these crimes

not ?
THE L;.-.

0? THE CASE

The end of the war and capture of those prisoners presented the

victorious billies with the question whether there is any legal respon

sibility on hifi'h-!«rDn}cin,g men for acts which I have described.
wrongs either be ignored or redressc-jd in hot blood?

JiJust such

Is there no sto.ndard

in the law for a deliberate and reasoned judgment on such conduct?
The. Charter of the Tribunal evidences o. faith that the law is not

only to govern the conduct of little men, but that even rulers are, ns Lord

Chief Justice Coke put it to King J'^jnes, "under God and the law".
Tht United States believed that the law long has afforded standards by
i-.''

which a juridical hearing could be conducted to make sure that we punish
h!'-'

only the right men and for the right roasons*

Following the instructions

of tho late President Roosevelt and the decision of the Yalta conference.

President Truman directed representatives of the United

StatGS to fonnulat'c a •proposed International Apreement^ •which was sub-

mitte;d during the Sp-.n Francisco Conference to roreipi Ministers of the
United Eing'domji the Soviet Union, and the Provisional Govemnvent of
France#

'With many modificp-tions, that proposal has bccotriG the Charter-

of this Tribunal.

But the Afrreemont which sets up the standards by which these

prisoners are to be judfred does not express the views of the siF.natory
nations alone.

Other nations with divcrso hut hif^hly respected systems

of jurisprudence'also hve signified adherence, to it.

These are '^elgixim,

The Netherlands, Denmark, Norv/ay, Czechoslovakia, Lvixorabourg, Poland,

Greece, Yugoslavia, Ethiopia, Australia, Haiti, Honduras, Panama,,Hew Zealand,
Vcnezula and India.

You Judp-e, therefore, under an. organic act v/hich re

presents the vd.sdom, the sense of justice, vand the will of twenty-one gov

ernments, representing on overwhelming majority of all civilized people.

The Charter "'•y which this rri'':unal Has its "'"-eing embodies certain

legal concepts which .are inseparable from its jurisdiction and vhich must

govern its decision# These, as I have said, also are conditions attached to
the grant of any hearing to defen-'lants. The validity of the provisions of
the ^barter is conclusive upon us all vfhethcr wc have accepted the duty

of judging or of -nrosocutin.?: under it, as well as upon the defcndcjits,
•ViTho con point to no other law which gives them a right to be heard at all#
My a''"le and experienced colleagues '^olieve, .as dio I, that it vdll con

tribute to the expedition and clarity of this trial if I expotmd briefly

the applicotion of the legal philosophy of the JJhartcr to the foots I
have r(^citGd.

While this declaration of the law by the Charter is final, it may

he contended tha.t -the -prisoners on trial arc entitled to have it applied

to their conduct only moat charitably if at all.

It may be said that this

is new law, not authoritatively declared at the time they did the acts it
condemns, and that this declaration of the law has taken them by surprise#
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I c/?jrinot, of course, denjr that these men are surprised th5.t this

is the law; they rc<ally are surprised that there is any such thing as law.

These dcfcnciants did not rely on any law at all.
anc- defied all low.

Their program ignored

-ho.t this is so will appear from many acts and state

ments, of which I cite hut a few.

In the Fuehrer's speech to all military

commanders on UoTrcmher 23, 1939, he reminded them that at the moment

Gormejxy had a pact with Russia, but declared, ''Agreements are to be kept
only as long as they serve a c.-rtain purpose."

Later on in the s^jne speech

he announced, "A violation of the neutrality of Holland and Bclsium will be
of no importance." (789-FS).
A Top Sccre-t documont, entitled "..'arfare as a Problem of

Organization," dispatched by the Chief of the Hiah Command to all Comn-iDnders
-"-pr-j-l 1^, 1938, dcclarca that "the normal rules of v/ar toward neutrals

may be considorod to apply on the '-asis whether opcrati-^n of rules will

create greater advantages or disadvantages for bcllinercnts."

(L-Sll)

iuad from the files of the German Havy Stoi'f, we have a "Memorandum on Intensi

fied Naval ..hr-," dated Octobor 15, 1939, which d,-e;:ins ^y statinr a desire
to comply with International Law.

"However," it continues, "if decisive

successes are expected from .any measure considered as a war necessity, it
must '•-& carried through even if it is not in agroomont with international

law." (L-184),

International Law, natural law, German law, any law at

;.ll w?.s to t^eso men simply a propaganda '".evice to bo invoked when it helped
and to •'-'c ignored v/hen it would condemn what -they w-roited to do.

That men

ma.y be protected in relying upon the law at tho time they act is the reason

wc find laws of rotrospoctivc operation unjust.

But these men cannot bring

themselves within tho reason of the rule which in some systems of juris•^rudenco prohibits cx ;-'Ost fact':' laws, '^hey cannot show that thoy ever

relied upon. International Law in any state -or ^aid it tho Slightest regard.

-"j' 'e .
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The Third Count of the indictment is based on the definition of

war crimes contained in the Charter.

I have outlined to you the systeuiatid

course of conduct tovmrd civilian populations and combat forces which

violates international conx'-entiona to which Germany was a party.

Of the

criminal nature of these, acts at Ico.st, the defendants had, as we shall
show, clear laiowledae.
violovtions.

Accordin.;^ly, they took rains to conceal their

It will appear'that the defendants Kcitol and Jodl v/ore in

formed '"y official le^al advisors that the orders to brand Prussian

•"•^rj-saners

of vfar, to shackle British "risoners of war, and to execute

commando prisoners were clear violations of International Law..

less, these orders were put into effect.

Neverthe

The same is tru of orders issued

for the assassination of General Girauci and General -Vey^and, which failed
to 00 executed, only because of a ruse on the part of Admiral Canaris, who

was himself later executed for his part in the plot to take Hitler's life
on July 20, 1944.

The Fourth ^ount of the Indictment is based on crimes o.J^ainst
humanity.

Chief omonp these are mass killin?:s of countless himan beincs

in oold !-lood.
as

a

Does -it ta^e these men by surprise that murder is treated

crime?

The First end Second Counts of the undictment add to these crimes

the crime of plottjn^r rjid wapinp wars of af^rression and wars in violation

of nine tro.aties to which Germany was a party.

There vtas a time, in fact

I t!-iank the time of the first '..'"orld Jq.v, when it could rxot have been said

that war-inoitinfr or war^makine was a crime in law, however reprehensible
in morals.

Of course, it was under the law of all civilized peoples a crime
for one man vd.th his bare k^iuckles to assault another.

How did it come that

multiplyinir, this crime by a million, and add.int^ firo arms to bare kcuoklcs,
maae a lerally innocent act? The doctrine was that one could not be re
garded as criminra for ooimnitting the usual violent acts in the conduc-fc of

legitimate warfare. The age of imperialistic expansion /luring the

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries added the foul doctrine, contrary

' • ..d.bi/i; b;
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t.. the teachings of early Christian and Internatiijnal Lav,- scholars such

as ; rotius, that all wars are tc be regarded as legitimate wars» The
sum of these two doctrines was to give vfar making a complete immunity
fr .-m acc untability tc law®

This was intolerable for an age thot called itself civilized.

Plain ijeogle, with their eorthy comincn sensGj revolted at such ficti.ns
and legalisms sc contrary t: etiiical i^rinciples and ^"emanded checks on
war iffli-nunity.

Statesmen and intemati .nal laT.yers at first cautiously

• responded by adopting rules f "warfare designed to make the cn'-'uct of
war more-civilized.

The effort was to set legal limits to the vi lence

that could be d^^ne to. civilian populo.ti'.ns and to combatants as well.

The common sense ri men after the First 1/vorld IVar demanded, h. w-

ever, that the law's con'""'.emn-at3 n of

ar reach de..per, and th-at the law

c nderan n t morclj'" uncivilized ways .f wa.-ing war, but also the waging

in any waj'" of uncivilized wars - vfars of aggression. The wrld's states
men a-ain went •. nly as far as thiey w^ere forced t : go.

Their efi-Tts

wore timid and cauti..us and cften less explicit than wo might havehopod.
But the 1920's di^ outlaw ag'^ressive war.

The reestablishnent ;f the ,.rinci,-ae that there arc unjust wars

and that unjust -wars are illegal is iiraceable in many steg-s.

One of the

ra -st significant is the jriand-Kellogg Pact of 1923, by v/hich Germany,

Italy, and Japan, in co.mn n wdth practically all the nations of the world,
ren unced war as an instrument f nati-nal policy, b:ijnd themselves t:"

seek the settlen^nt of :-lis"putes ".nly by pacific means, and condcmnod
•rec urse to. •, ar fcr the s-^lution rf international controversies.

;i3act altered the legal status "f a war

f ag,orossio-n.

This

as bir. &timso">n,

the United States Secretary £ State put it in 1932, such a viar "is n'^

longer tc be the s'urce and subject of riohts.

It is no. longer to be the

^'.rinciple ar^urd which the duties, the conduct, and the ri.ghts o-f nations
revolve*

It is an illegal thin? ..

By that very act, v/e have- marc

obs..lett; many legal precedents and have given the legal ^.rcfessi n the

task ":f recxamiriing

-f its ced.es and tr..aties."

-oO'f,

*'C'"

The Geneva Protocol cf 192li. for the Pacific Settlement of

Intemati -nal Disputes, sivned by the representatives cf forty^eight
governments, declared that "a war cf aggression constitutes #

an international crime*"

*

The Eighth Assembly cf .the League of Natiohs

in 1927, on unanimous resclutioij of the representatives of forty-eight
membor nations, including Germany, declared that a v/ar of -agu,ression
constitutes can intornaticnal crime*

At the Sixth-Pan-iimerican Conference

of 1928, the twenty-one iunerican Republics unanimously adopted a resolu
tion stating that "voar of aggressi .-n constitutes -an international crime
Oioainst the human species*"

A failure of these Nazis to heed, or to understand the forces and
meaning of this evolution is the legal th- ught .f the world is n^t a

defense or a mitigation.

If anything, it appravatos their offense and

makes it the more mandatory that the law they have flouted be vindicated

by juridical applicati-.n to their lawless .conduct. Indeed, by their own

law — had they heeded any lavj — these principles were binddng on these •
defendants*

Article U c.f the Weiiaar Constitution provided that "The

generally accepted rules of inter national law arc to be considered as

binding integral parts -of the lav/ cf the German Reich." (2050-PS).
Can there be any doubt that the outlawry cf ag .ressive war v/as -one of
the "generally accepted rules ;f international law'' in 19397
liny resort t"' v;ar - to any kind -'i v/ar - is a resort to means

th:.t ore inherently criminal, ';dar inevitably is a c -urse of killinrs,
assaults, •'oprivati'..ns ...-f liberty, and destruction c-.f property. Ijn

h;.nestly defensive war is, :f course, legal and saves th.se lawfully
c-..nducting it fr-m criminality^ Rut inlierently criminal acts cannot be

defended by sho-wing that th^se wb-o committed them wore engaged in a war,
when war itself is ille,-al. The very minimum legal consequence jf the
treaties making
ressive wors illegal is te strip th-se v:h. incite or
wage them of every defense the law ever gave, and to leave wariiiakers sub-i-

ject tc judgment by the usually accepted principles of the law :f crimes#
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But if it be thou£;ht that the Charter, v/hose cleclaratiTins con\

cedly bind us all, does contain new law 1 still do net shrink from
dermnding its strict ap^.lication by this Tribunal.

The rule of law in

the world, flouted by the iivflessness incited by these defendants, had
to be restored'at the cost to my country of over a million casualties,
not to mention those of other nations.

I cannot subscribe to the per

verted reasoning that society may adv?nce and strengthen the rule of

law by the expjnditure of morally innocent lives but that progress in
the lav; may never toe made at the ^.rice c;f morally guilty lives#
/

It is true, of course, that we have no judicial ixecedent for

the Charter.

But International Laiv is m-.-rc than a scholarly colic cti-n

of abstract and immutable principles#

It is an. outgrowth of treaties

and agreements between nations and of accepted customs,

let every cus-.-

tom has its origin in some single act, and every a;;reem&nt has to be

initiated by the action of some state#

Unless v;e are prepared to abandon

every principle of growth for International Law, we cannot deny that our

own day has the right to institute customs and to conclude agreements that
will themselves bee )mc sources of a newer and strengthened Interneti- nal

Law#

International Law is n.vt capable of development by the normal

processes of legislatL'n for tho-re is no continuing international legisla

tive authority.

Innovations and revisio;ns in Internati.:nal Law are br.'Ught

about by the action of governments designed to meet a change in circum
stances#

It ,-:rows, as did the Common Law, thr.- ugh decisions reached from

time to time in adapting settled principles tr new situations#

'The fact

is that when the law evolves by the case method, -as did the Common Law

and as Intemati .nal Law must do if it is to advance at all, it advances
at the expense of those v/h'^ wrongly guessed the law and learned too late

their error.

The law, so far as International Law can be decreed, had

been clearly pronounced when these acts tco^k place.

Hence, I am net dis

turbed by the lack of judicial precedent for the inquiry we propose to

I;.

V?

conduct#

The events I have earlier recited clearly fall within the standards of
crimes, set cut in the Charter, whose perpetrators this Tribunal is convened

to judge and i.^unish fittincly#

The standards for war crimes and crimes
I

against humanity are to., familiar to need comment# "'"here are, however, cer*^
tain nuvel problems In applying ether preci^pts of the Charter which X eh uld
gall to yew attenti'm*
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THE CRI^^E "AGAINST F-TACS

A '^asic provision £ the Ch^xter is that to plan, prepare,
initiate, or vage a v/ar of ar^ressicn, or a war in violation of interna

tional treaties, a.2:reenients, and assurances, or to conspire or partici
pate in a coLimen pLan to do sc is c\ crline#
It is perhaps a v/eakness in this Charter that it fails itself

to '^;efine a iTar of ap.iTession.

Abstractly, the subject is full of

difficulty anr* all kinds of tr ublesoiae h;>-pothetical cases can be

a:-njured up»

It is a subject which, if the defense sh uld be permitted

tc pG afield beyond the very narrow charpe in the Indictment, would
prolong the trial and involve the Tribunal in insoluble political

issues#

^ut sc far as the queston can be propc-rly involved in

this case, the issue is one of n-

nnvelty and is one on which legal

•pinion has wcil crystalized#
One of the most authoritative sources '•£

•International Law

on this subject Is the Conventi'n for t'le Definition of Ag. ression
signed at London on July 3, 1933 by Rournania, Sstcnia, Latvia, Folrand,

T-urkey, The Soviet Uni-^n, Persia, and iif.hanistan.

The subject has

also- been considered 'oy international committees and by comnBntators
whose views are entitled to th5 greatest res-pect.

It had bedn little

d^cuBsed prior to the First "World V^ar but has received much attention

as International Law ho^ evo,lv_-d its 'mtlawry of agv ressive war#

In

the li^ht of these rr^.teriols - f Intcmati nol La^w, and so f -w as

relevant to the evidence in this case, I suggest that an "aggressor"
is oenerill.y held'to be that state which is the first to cciimait any
of the following actions:

(l)
(2)

Declaration of war up n an-.ther State;
Invasion by its armed forces, with pr without
a declaration war, ef the territory of
another State;

(3)

-i-ttack by its land, naval, or air forceps, with
or "withv-ut a declarati-. n pf v^rar, '--n the terri
tory, vessovlS, or aircraft of another Atates
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Provision of sup;;;-ort to :.rnied ""Dands formed in

the territory of another State, or r^fusalj
notv/ithstandino" the request of the invaded

State, to take in its ovm territory, all the
-i+.R -.•rv/er tn O o - + > ! - « ? « i-o-r,.-''.
rae-asurcs- in its
y-cv/er to deprivt those bands
of all assistance or pretection.

iind I further sug,. cst that it is tho general view that no political,

military, cconc'inic or other consider-ati ns shall serve as an excuse
or jjstification for such ctions| but exorcise of the right cf
legitimate self-'d.efense, that is to say, resistance to an act of

ngoression, or action to assist a State which has been subjected
to ag'ression, shall not C'-nstitute a war of aggression.
^t is up. n such an tin"'erstanding cf the law thot our
evidence of p. cmspir'cy to provoke and wage an ag-:rossive wrar is

prepared and presented.

3y this tost each of the series of vrars

begun by these Nazi leaders wfs unambiguously a.p rossivo.

It is important tcF the durati:n and scope cf this trial

that we bear in mind the differv^nce '.-otween ^ur charge thot this war

was ^--ne of ag''ression and a psotion that Germany h"d no grievances.
We are not inquiring: int: the conditions which contributed to causing
this iArar.

They are for history to unravel..

It is no part of our

task to vindicate the European status quo as of 1933, or as of any
other do-te.

The bnitGd States does no^t desire to enter into discussion

f the complicated /.rc-war currents of European politics, and it h:pes
this trial vdll n 't be pr'-tracted by their Gonsider.:ti-n.

causati-.ns avcv/ed are to

The remote

insincere and inc-r.sistent, too complicated

and doDtrinaire to bo the subject of profitable inquiiry into this trial.

A familiar example is to bc^ found in the "Letensraum" slogan, v;4iich
suramarizcd the contenti-on that Germany needed more living, space as
a Justification for cxpansi ru

At the same time that the Naais were

demanding more space for the German people, they wore demandinj;^ mre
Germn people f:. occupy space.

Every kn'wn means to increase the

birth rate, legitimate and illot-itii^ate, was utilizc-A

"febensraun"

represented a vicious circle of demand — frcm noigdf.iors more space,
and frm Germans more progeny.

We do n't need to. investigate the

ja^Mi'iii fiiilhlnnfiliii'i III" 11iVir'nH^^

verity of doctrines Trfiich led to constantly expanding circles of
aggression.

It is the plot and the act of aggression vfhich lAre charge

to be crimes.

Our position is that whatever grievances a nation may have,
however objectionable it finds the status quo, aggressive warfare is
an illegal means for settling those grievances or for altering those
conditions.

It may be that the Germany of the 1920*s and 1930*s faced

desperate -problems, problems that would have warranted the boldest

measures short of war.

All other methods —* persuasion, propaganda,

economic competition, diplomacy «— were open to an aggrieved country,
but aggressive warfare was outlawed.
^•ggrassive

These defendants did make

war, a war in violation of treaties.

They did attack and

invade their neighbors in order to effectuate a foreign policy "v^ich
they knevf could not be accomplished by measures short of war.

And

that is as far as we accuse or propose to inquire

THE lAW OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

The Charter also recognizes individual responsibility on the

part of those who commit acts defined as crimes, or who incite others

to do so, or who join a common plan with other persons, groups or
organizations to bring about their commission.

The principle of

individual responsibility for piracy and brigandage, which have long
been recognized as crimes punishable under International I^w, is old

and well established.

That is what illegal warfare is.

This principle

of personal liability is a necessary as well as logical one if

international Law is to render real help to the maintenance of peace,
iin International Law which operates only on states can be enforced

only by war because the most practicable method of coercing a state
is warfare.

Those familiar with American history know that one of

the compelling reasons for adoption of our Constitution was that the

lavys of the Confederation, which operated only on constituent states,
were found ineffective to maintain order among them. The only answer

to recalcitrance was impotence or y/ar.

Only sanctions yfcich reach

individuals can peacefully and effectively be enforced. Hence, the
principle of the criminality of aggressive war is implemented by the
Charter with the principle of personal responsibility,

Oi course, the idea that a state, any more than a corporation,
commits crimes is a fiction. Crimes always are canmitted only by
persons a ^le it is quite proper to employ the fiction of responsi
bility of a stats or corporation for the purpose of imposing a
collective liability, it is quite intolerable to let such a legalism
become the basis of personal immunity.

The Charter recognizes tha.t one who has committed crimiral acts
may not take refuge in superior orders nor in the doctrine that his crimes
were acts of states. These twin principles working together have
heretofore resulted in immunity for practically everyone concerned in
the really great crimes against peace and mankind.

Those in lower

ranks were protected against liability by the orders of their superiors.
The superiors were protected because their orders were called acts of

state.

Under the Charter, no defense based on either'of these doctrines

can be entertained.

,Modern civilization puts unlimited weapons of

destruction in the hands of men.

.It caiinot toHerate so vast an area of

legal irresponsibility.
Even ihe German Military Code provides tbiat:
"If the execution of a military order in the

course of duty vLolaues i:he eriiminal. law_,. the:i the
superior officer gi-vir.g the order will bear the sole

responsibility therefor.

Howevsrj the obejring sub

ordinate will share the punishment of the participant*

(l) if he has exceeded the order given to him, or (2)'

if it was within his knowledge that the order of his
superior officer concerned an act by which it was in
tended to commit a civil or military crime or trans*-

gression,"

(Reichsgesetzblatt, 1926, No.37j p.278, ivrt.U?)

Of course, we do not argue that the circumstances under v^lch one
commits an act should be disregarded in judgjrg its legal effect. A

Conscripted private on a firing squad cannot expect to hold an inquest
on the validity of t-he execution. ^he Charter implies common sense

limits to liability- just as it places common sense limits upon immunity.

"1

•
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But- none of these men before you acted in minor parts#

Each of them

was entrusted with broad discretion and exercised great pov/er#

Their

responsibility is correspondingly great and ijjiay not be shifted to
that fictional beings "the State", vhich can not be produced for trial,
can not testify, and can not be sentenced.
The Charter also recognizes a vicarious liability, which responsi
bility is recognised by most modern systems of law, for acts committed

by others in carrying out a common plan or conspiracy to which a defendant

has become a party.
liability.

I need not discuss the f%iliar principles of such

Every day in the courts of countries associated in this

prosecution, men are convicted for acts that they did not personally
commit but for which they "vigre held responsible because of membership
in illegal combinations or plans or conspiracies.
THE FOIITICAL, POLICE, AND MILITARY ORGANIZATIONS

Accused before this Tribunal as criminal organizations are

certain political and police organizations which the evidence will

show to have been instruments of- cohesion in planning and executing
the crimes I have detailed.

Perhaps the vrorst of the movement were

the leadership Corps of the NSDAP, the Schultzstaffeln or "SS", and the
Sturmabteilungen or "SA", and the subsidiary formations which these

include.
groups.

These were the Nazi Party leadership, espionage, and policing
They were the real governm^t, above and outside of ^

law.

Also accused as organisations are the Reich Cabinet and the Secret State

••^olice, or Gestapo, which ^Nere fixtures of the Government by animated
solely by the %zi Party.

Except for a late period Then some ccmpulsory recruiting was

done in the SS, membership in all these militarized formations was

voluntary.

The police organizations were recruited from ardent partisans

who enlisted blindly to .do the dirty work the leaders planned.

The

Reich Cabinet was the governmental facade for Nazi Party Government and
in its members legal as well as actual responsibility wag vejsted for ihe

entire program.

Collectively th^ were responsible for the program in

general, individually they were especially responsible for segments of

it»

The finding which we ask you to make, that these are crimiml

organizations,vdll subject members to punishment to be hereafter

determined by appropriate tribunals, unless some personal defense
such as becoming a meitber under threat to person, to family, or
inducement by false representation,or the like — be established.

Every

member will have a chance to be heard in the subsequent forum on his
personal relation to the organization, but your finding in this trial

will conclusively establish the criminal character of the organization
as a whole.

We have also accused as criminal organizations the High
Command and the General Staff of the German Armed Forces.

We

recognize that to plan warfare is the- business of professional soldiers

in every country.

But it is one thing to plan strategic moves in the

event war comes, and it is another thing to plot and intrique to bring
on that war.

We will prove

the leaders of the German General Staff

and of the High Command to have been guilty of just that.
are not before you because they served their country.

Military men

They are here

because they mastered it, along mth these others, and drove it to war.

They are not here because they lost the war but because they started it.
Politicians may. have thought of them as soldiers, but soldiers know

'
*if.

they were politicians.

We ask that the General Staff and the High

Command, as defined in the Indictment, be condemned as a criminal group
whose existence and tradition constitute a standing menace to the pevace
of the world.

These individual defendants did not stand alone in crime and

will not stand alone in piinishment. Your verdict of "guilty" against these

orgrmzations will render prlma facie guilty, as nearly as we can learn,
thousands upon thousands of meniiers now in custody of United States forces
and of other Armies.
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THE RESPONSIBILITT OF THIS TRIBUNAL
'

'

I.

I .(--p. . •!

1 1.

To apply the sanctions of the law to those vhose conduct is

found criminal by the standards I have outlined, is the responsibility
coiranitted to this Tribunals

It is the first court ever to undertake

the difficult task of overcoming the confusion of many tongues
and the conflicting concepts of just procedure among divers systems
of law, so as to reach a common judgment.

The tasks of all of us are

such as to make heavy demands on patience and good Ydll.

Although

the need for prompt action has admittedly resulted in imperfect work
on the part of the prosecution, four great nations bring you their
hurriedly aasanbled contributions of evidence^

we can only guess.

V/hat remains undiscovered

We could, with witnesses' testimony, prolong the

recitals of crime for years ^ but to v/hat avail?

We shall rest the case

when we have offered what seems convincing and adequate proof of the cilmes
charged without unnecessary cumulation of evidence.

We doubt very m.uch

whether it will be seriously denied that the crimes I have outlined took

place. The effort will undoubtedly be to mitigate or escape personal

, ^-(Rj
'

responsibility.

Among the nations which unite in accusing these defendants

the United States is perhaps in a position to be the most dispassionate,
for, having sustained the least injury, it is perhaps the least

animated by vengeance. Cur American cities have not been bombed by
day and by night, by humans and by robots. It is nbt our temples
that have been laid in ruins. _ Our countrymen have not had their homes

destroyed ever their heads. The menace of Nazi aggression , except to
those in actual service, has seemed less personal and immediate to us

than to -iHiropean peoples. But #ille the United States is not first in
rancor, it is not second in determination that the forces of law and

order be made equel to the task of dealing with such international
lawlessness as I have recited here.

T'wice in my lifetime, the Uiuted States has sent its young
manhood across the Atlantic, drained Its resources, and burdened itself
With debt to help flefeat Ge:^,any. But the, real hope and faith that haa
tiit I" Ifiil'

sustc-.inad ths American people in those proat efforts TTas that victory
for ourselves and our Allies rrould ley the basis for an ordered
international relationship in Europe and "jould end the

centuries

of strife on this embattled continent«

'Tv'.'Icg y;3 have hold back in the early stages of European

conflict in the belief that it might be confined to a purely European
affair.

In the United States vq have tried to build an economy

T/ithoiit armai'eont, a system of government v/ithout nilitarismj and a

society vrhere Lien are not regiiaented for vrar.

This pijrposoj vro kncav

novv^j can never be realizod if tho vrarld periodically is to be erforoiled

in 7far,

Tho United States cannot^ generation after generation^ threw

its youth or its resources onto the battlefields of Europe to redress
the lack of balance oetYToen Germany's strength and that of her enemies^
and to keep tho battles from oijr shores.

The itaerican dreaia of a peace and plenty cconony> as well
as the hopes of other nations, can never be fulfilled if those nations
are involved in a vfar every generation so vast and devastating as to
crush the generation that fights and burden the generation that follows,
But experience has shov/n that wars are no longer local.
wars become world v/ars eventuall:'-.

least can stay out.

All modern

And none of the big nations at

If we cannot stay out of vrars, our 00X3^ hope is

to prevent v;ars.

I am too "well aware of the weaknesses of juridical action
alone to contend that in itself 3-our decision under this Charter can

prevent future vfars.

Judicial action alvrays comes after th^ event,

bars are started only on the theory and in the confidence that they

can bo v/on.

Personal puiiishnent, to be suffered only in the event

war is lost, will probably not bo a sufficient deterrent to prevent
a w^ar wliero the war-makorvS feel the chances of defeat to be' negligible.
But the ultimate step in avoiding periodic wars, which

arc inevitable in a system of international lav/lossness, is to make
statesmen responsible to law.
law is

And lot me rake, cl'-^ar that while this

,first applied against Cjeman aggressors, the law includes^ and if it

is to serve a useful purpose it :o.ust condonin aggrosrsion by any other
nations^ including those which sit hero nc/; in judgjucnt,

vie are able

to do znr&j vrith domestic t^.Tenny and violcncG and aggression by those in
poirrer against the rights of their cr/m people only Yviien vro make all nen
ansvTorablo to bhe la:;;.

This trial represents mankind's desperate

effort to apply the discipline of the low to statesmen vrho have used

their powers of state to attack the foundations of the world's peace
and to coiav.it aggressions against the rights of their neighbors.
The usefulness of this effort to do justice is not to be

riieasurcd by considering the lavr or your judgment in isolation.

This

trial is part of the great effort to make the peace more secure.

One

step in this direction is the United nations organization^ -which may-

take joint political action to prevent v;ar if possible^, and joint
military action to insure that any nation which starts a %var"will lose

it.

This Charter and this trials inpleraonting the Kellogg-hriand

Pact, constitute another stop in the same direction—juridical action

of a Icind to onoare tliat those v;ho start a vrar v.'ill pay for it personally,
kliilG the Defcndarits and the Prosecutors stand before you

as individuals, it is not the triwaph of either group alone that is
comi.iittod to yoior jud;-^j.ent.

Above all personalities there are anonymous

and ir.pi„rsonal forces v.'hose conflict makes up much of hui.ian history.
It is yo-jjps to throve the strength of the lav; back of either the one or

the other of these fcroos for at least another gonoration,

Vnat are

the real forces that are cortonding before you?
No charity can disguise tiac fact that the forces which those

Defendants represent, the forces that would advantage and delight in
their acquittal, are the darkest and most sinister forces in society-—
d.Lctatorship and oppression, malGvolonce and passion, rdlitarisn and
lavflossness,

By their fruits vfe best knoi'J then.

Their acts have

bathed the world in blood and szit civilization back a century, Thoy
have subjected their European neighbors to every outrage and torture,
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*every spoliation and doprivation that insoloncsj cruelty^ and greod
could inx'lict.

They have brought the German people to the lowest pitch

or -/rretchedness, from y/hich they can entertain no hope of early
deliverance.

They have stirred hatreds and incited domestic violence

on every continent.

These are the things that stand in the dock shoulder

to shoulder vdth these prisoners.
The real complaining party at your" bar is Civilization,

In all our countries it is still a struggling and ijiperfect thing.

It

does not plead that the United States^ or any other country^ has been
blajnsless of the conditions which made the Gorman people easy victims
to the blandislmients and intimidations of the Nazi conspirators.
But it points to the dreadful sequence of aggressions and

criees I have recited^ it points to the v/earinoss of flesh_, the
exhaustion of resources, and the destruction of all that vras beautiful

or useful in so much of the world, and to ,^roater potentialities for

destruction in the days to come.

It is not necessary among the ruins

of this ancient and beautiful city, ^vlth untold momb.:-rs of its

civilian inhabitants still buried in its rubble, to argue the
proposition that to start or wage an aggressive vmr has the moral

qualities of the worst of crimes.

The refuge of the Defendants can be

only their hope that International Law v/ill lag so far behind the moral
sense of mankind that conduct which is criiao in the moral sense must be
regarded as innocent in law.

Civilization asks vrhcbhor law is so laggard as to be utterly
helpless to deal with crimes of this magnitude by crininals of this
order of iiaportance.

impossible.

It dojs not expect that you can make vrar

It does expect that your juridical action will put the

forces of International Lav/, its precepts, its prohibitions and, most
of all, its sanctions, on the side of peace, so that men and women of

good will in all countries may have "l^ave to live by no man's leave,
underneath the lay/."
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